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SCHOOL DAYS — The sidewalks of Murray State University begin to fi
ll up again as today was the first day of
classes for the fall semester. Here, students stroll through the quadrangle to class.
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders
World Crude Oil Production Sets
Record In Six Months Of 1979
By DEBORAH WOOD
Associated Press Writer
World crude oil production set a
record during the first six months of
1979 despite fears that political turmoil
in Iran would worsen critical petroleum
shortages, an industry journal reports.
However, "there's no assurance the
brisk pace can be maintained for the
rest of the year," said the Oil and Gas
Journal, adding that because of the
uncertainty, prices will continue to rise
unless consumption drops drastically.
The Tulsa-based journal said in its
Aug. 27 edition world production
averaged 61.892 million barrels a day
from January to June, compared with
58.736 million barrels a day in the first
half of 1978.
The report comes after months of
concern over energy shortages marked
by long gasoline lines and rising fuel
bills. It was accompanied by other
reports of favorable trends:
Statistics Released On
Labor Day Fatalities
FRANKFORT — If you are a male
under the age of 34 who plans to be
driving on rural roads or local streets
during the Labor Day weekend, watch
out. You match the profile of the person
most likely to be fatally injured this
holiday weekend, based on Department
of Transportation statistics gathered
from previous Labor Day holidays.
According to Bennie Maffet, tran-
sportation safety coordinator for the
department, 10 people were killed last
Labor day weekend. Nine of them were
rrien under the age of 34.
"In addition, of the 1,181 accidenti
that occurred on Kentucky roads
during this holiday in 1978, the majority
took place on local streets or rural
roads. Only 39 of the total occurred on
interstates, and none of these involved
a fatality," Maffet said.
Your chances of a fatality increase if
you are traveling at night, according to
Maffet. "Although the majority of the
1,181 accidents occurred during
daylight hours, eight of the 10 fatalities
occurred at dusk or in darkness,"
Maffet added.
Of the 10 people killed during the
holiday traffic last year, five people
were in passenger vehicles that collided
with a stationary object; two were
pedestrians; one person was killed in a
train accident and another was hit by a
car while riding a bicycle.
Statistics show that despite the in-
crease in traffic during the long
weekend, you can reduce your risk of
an accident by following these "com-
mon sense" steps:
- Obey the speed limit. By driving 55
mph you get increased gas mileage,
less wear and tear on your car and you
can also significantly reduce your
chance of serious injury. "Of the 10
deaths that occurred last Labor Day
weekend, three were directly linked to
drivers traveling at speeds higher than
55 mph," Maffet said.
— Don't drink alcohol if you will be
driving. The level of alcohol in your
bloodstream does affect your driving
ability, Maffet said.
The idea of a sobering cup of coffee is
only a myth. "The only thing that can
eliminate alcohol from your blood-
stream is time," Maffet said. He added
that with three of the 10 deaths last
year, alcohol was found in the blood-
stream.
— Plan your trip well. Allow plenty
of time for breaks from driving. Maffet
recommends stopping at least once
every hour. "The road can have a
hypnotic effect on drivers, and you
should stop periodically to break that
monotony," Maffet said. Two of the 10
deaths last year were due to driver
inattention, he added.
— Check your car for mechanical
problems before starting out. Maffet
recommends that you particularly
check for problems with tires, the
cooling system and the breaks, "One
death from the Labor Day fatalities in
1978 was linked to brake failure,"
Maffet said.
You can also reduce the chances of
severe injury in an accident by wearing
a safety belt. "Research has shown that
you stand six times greater risk of
being killed in an accident if you don't
wear safety belts," maffet said. "Yet
people are just not taking advantage of
this built-in, simple form of protec-
tion." Safety belts are used in less than
20 percent of all vehicles nationwide."
Maffet also recommends protecting
your children with the use of a child
restraint system that has been tested
by the federal government and carries
the label "crash-tested" or
"dynamically-tested."
Gas May Speed Up U.S.
In Converting To Metric
The United States is still crawling
along the road to the metric system, but
the soaring price of gasoline may speed
up the switch.
Authorities say it is easier and
cheaper to convert fuel pumps to liters
than it is to adjust them to register
prices of more than $1 a gallon.
Bill DeReutr?a spokesman for the
U.S. Metric Board, said a growing
number of service station operators —
particularly independents — are
starting to sell gasoline by the liter.
DeReuter said that $100 million could
be saved by converting to liters instead
of changing price-recording
mechanisms.
It has been almost four years since
the passage of the Metric Conversion
Act, designed to encourage Americans
to voluntarily adopt the measuring
system used by most of the rest of the
world.
Thus far, however, there have been
few changes for the average consumer
The Metric Board itself did not get
completely organized until last year; a
proposal to convert road signs from
miles to kilometers was abandoned
because of negative comments.
—The Lundberg Letter, an
authoritative oil marketing journal,
said its survey of 16,700 service stations
showed U.S. Department of Energy
gasoline pricing regulations are being
followed.
—Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., said a
study showed American homes and
businesses may have stockpiled an
extra 1 billion gallons of heating oil, and
the excess could ease a threatened
shortage this winter.
The reports coincided with the 120th
anniversary of the completion of the
world's first commercial oil well.
On Aug 27, 1859, Edwin Drake's well
near Titusville, Pa., struck an oil
pocket, starting a petroleum fever that
began U.S. dependence on oil. His
success was discovered Aug. 28 — Oil
Discovery Day.
In the first six months of 1979,
average non-communist production
reached 47.8 million barrels a day,
according to the Oil and Gas Journal,
despite a shortfall of production in Iran.
The six-month average was 5.8
percent higher than the average for the
same period in 1978, the Journal said.
Saudi Arabia, the largest producer in
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, averaged almost
9 million barrels a day during the
period— 500,000 barrels a day above its
self-imposed ceiling.
Communist production averaged
more than 14 million barrels a day, a 3,8
percent increase over the same period
in 1978, and the Journal said the Soviet
Union, the world's largest producer,
boosted daily output to 11.5 million
barrels, up 2.7 percent from last year.
The United States, ranked third
behind Saudia Arabia and the Soviet
Union, averaged 8.6 million barrels a
day, up 0.4 percent.
Meanwhile, the Lundberg Letter
survey concluded for the first time that
federal gas price controls are actually
working.
Publisher Dan Lundberg said dealers
seem to be obeying federal rules that
limit profit margins. He attributed
rising prices to wholesale price in-
creases.
"What is happening is that although
the retail price has continued to go up,
the margin of profit allowed for dealers
is set at 15.4 cents per gallon over
acquisition costs and they are generally





A total of $1,588.95 was collected by
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad in the road block conducted by
squad members in Murray on SundaY,
according to Robert Trenholm,
treasurer of the squad. •
Funds from the road block will go
toward the purchase of the new fire
truck costing $47,000, and toward funds
for the Wilding of a squad house costing
about $50,000 on the lot on East
Sycamore Street donated by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court,
Trenholm said.
The squad is made of volunteers.
Persons may send their donations, tax
deductible, to the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad, P. 0. Box 612,
Murray, Ky. 41071.
On Violation Of Campaign Finance Law




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Congressman Carroll Hubbard acted
today to try to block possible grand jury
proceedings against him on allegations
that he violated state campaign finance
laws in the recent gubernatorial
primary.
Hubbard, an anti-administration
Democratic candidate for governor
who wound up fourth, had charged that
the allegations were politically
motivated.
The First District congressman's
attorney, Fred Goldberg of Louisville,
notified Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
that he will seek a temporary
restraining order from the U.S. district
court at Paducah Tuesday afternoon.
Goldberg said his motion would try to
block any civil or criminal proceeding
against Hubbard and Tilden Lanny
Combs of Breathitt County, who was
Hubbard's gubernatorial campaign
treasurer.
Stephens said today that the Graves
commonwealth's attorney, in a county
where the grand jury meets Sept. 4,
intends to disqualify himself in any
case involving Hubbard and the elec-
tion laws.
That official is L.M. Tipton Reed, a
former law partner of Hubbard and
considered his political enemy.
Stephens said he already has taken
steps to seek a replacement. He said he
has a "verbal commitment" from John
Williams, a commonwealth's attorney
at Ashland and a Republican, to handle
the Graves County grand jury.
"My only role in this issue is to ap-
point another commonwealth's at-
torney," Stephens said.
Goldberg's notification to Stephens
said he intends to keep officials from
violating the First and 14th Amendment
rights of Hubbard and Combs "and
those associated with them."
The controversy began last spring
when an official in Breathitt County
contacted state police and told them
there might be evidence that the
Hubbard campaign was obtaining cash
contributions in excess of $100 which is
forbidden by law.
The state police took statements and
turned the case over to the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance, which in
turn held secret hearings and sent





Jerry Ainley, principal of Calloway
County High School, has announced
times for the students to pick up their
schedule of classes for the 1979-80
school year at the high school.
Students in grades 10, sophomores,
11, juniors, and 12, seniors, may obtain
their schedules at the central office of
the high school from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
Aug. 28, 29, and 30.
The freshmen, grade 9, orientation
will be held Thursday, Aug. 30, at 7 p.m.
at the high school. At this time the
freshmen may pick up their schedule of
classes for the 1979-80 school year,
Ainley said.
All students will report to school for
42 day on Friday, Aug. 31, according to
the school calendar.
today's index
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Partly sunny but with a slight
chance of thunderstorms this
afternoon. Highs in the mid to
upper 80s. Partly cloudy with a
chance of thunderstorms tonight
and Tuesday. Lows tonight in the
upper 60s. Highs Tuesday in the
low to mid 80s. Winds, southwest
5 to 10 miles an hour this af-
ternoon and tonight. Rain
chances are 20 percent this af-
ternoon, 30 percent tonight and 30
percent Tuesday.
According to Reed, there were
allegations that four contributors had
given $500 in cash each to the Hubbard
campaign and that the congressman
was present when at least one of the
donations was made.
Two state police detectives were
quoted in the report as saying that they
believed that up to $25,000 had been
collected in such donations in the
campaign to date.
It is illegal for a candidate or cam-
paign staff member to accept cash
contributions of more than $100, and the
candidate is responsible for any
violations.
Hubbard has said he handled all
contributions properly and returned
any that appeared to be illegal. He
criticized the registry and state police
for not asking anyone in his campaign
about the allegations, which he added
were publicized shortly before the May
29 primary election.
Reed had supported Harvey Sloane in
the governor's race.
Murray Woman Files
$1 Million Suit With
With District Court
Myrtle Yvonne Melton, 1502 Henry
Street, Murray, has filed a suit in U.S.
District Court seeking $1 million on
claims the 1976 national swine-flu
immunization program left her per-
manently disabled with Guillain Barre
Syndrome, according to a spokesman in
the District Court Clerk's Office,
Paducah.
The disease causes numbness and
partial paralysis.
The suit claims the government, that
conducted the immunization program,
was neglient in distributing the vaccine
without proper testing or notification of
possible risks in a time when there
weren't enough cases of the disease in
the country to to justify the irn-
munization program, reports stated.
Melton could not be reached for
comment.
Reports added that because of a
number of similar lawsuits have been
' filed across the country, all will be
considered by a judicial panel on multi-
district litigation in Washington. Court
officials said the case will be transfered
soon.
Wayne Williams Given
Award At 1 1 th Annual
Civitan Convention
A Murray man, Wayne Williams of
the local Civitan Club, was presented
with the Outstanding Lieutenant
Governor Award for 1978-79 at the
eleventh annual convention of the
Kentucky District of Civitan Inter-
national held at Louisville Aug. 24 and
25.
Williams was asked to serve as
Lieutenant Governor of Area VI for
another year. This includes clubs in
Murray, Cadiz, and Hopkinsville.
Williams is an associate professor in
the Department of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State University.
John Emerson of the Murray Club
was reelected to his position of sergeant
at arms of the Kentucky Civitan
District.
The local club received first place
awards in some items. They included
placing first in the annual membership
attendance for 1978-79 and in miles
traveled to the conventions; and a first
place award for the club's scrapbook
compiled by Dr. R. B. Barton.
W A Ylr4E WILLIAMS
Other Murrayans attending the
convention were Larry Dunn, Mr, and
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Cofield Vance, Mrs. John Emerson,
Edna Carson, and Frances Whitnell.
Death Of Teenage Driver
Raises Fatality Toll To 14
By The Associated Press
The death of a teen-age motorist
Sunday raised the Kentucky weekend
traffic fatality toll to 14, state police
said.
The deaths boosted the count to 572
for the year compared with 546 for the
same period in 1978.
State police said Johnny J. Newton,
17, of Wilmore, was killed when his
vehicle left Kentucky 1571, five miles
from Irvine in Estill County.
Virginia Lee Goodman, 62, of
Shepherdsville, was killed Saturday
night when she was struck by a pickup
truck while wanting on Kentucky 245
about eight miles northwest of Bard-
stown.
The truck was driven by Raymond W.
Coakley of Shepherdsville. He was not
injured and no charges were filed,
authorities said.
Joseph Richard Cundiff, 23, died
Saturday in a two-car accident on
Kentucky 44 in Mount Washington in
Bullitt County. Coroner Gayle Trout-
man said Cundiff was thrown from the
car he was riding in and was apparently
tun over by it.
Richard F. Planck, 23, Maysville,
was killed Saturday in a two-car
collision, five miles outside his
hometown, on the Clark Run Road.
Charles Oliver Woods, 48. Brookport,
was killed in a two-car crash on
U.S. 45, on the outskirts of Paducah
Saturday.
Tammy I. Meek, 16, Boonescamp,
was one of two persons killed Saturday
in a two car crash on U.S 460, five miles
west of Paintsville. Jeanetta Blair, 20,
Oil Springs, died in the same crash.
Eddie Henshaw, 28, Sturgis, was
fatally injured Saturday when his
vehicle left Kentucky 109, just north of
Sturgis.
Three-year-old Bobby Jo Hall, of
Whitesburg, died Friday night after he
was struck by a car in Letcher County.
The accident occurred on the Mayking
C.artway Road, threetenths of a mile
south of U.S. 119.
Two men were killed Friday night
when a car rammed another vehicle
parked along Kentucky 468 at Hatfield.
State police said Thomas G. Harmon,
34, of Inez, died after being hit by a car
in Pike County. Harmon had been
standing beside his car when the ac-
cident occurred, officers said.
The second victim, Robert May, 19, of
Sidney, was a passenger in the car
which struck Harmon, state police said
The accident remained under in-
vestigation Saturday.
A two-car crash on Kentucky 80
Friday night claimed the life of Gary K
Jeffries, 21, of rural Horse Cave, and 9-
year-old Craig Johnson of Russell
Springs, state police said. Four other
persons were injured in the accident,
which occurred in Russell County, 1.8
miles east of Russell Springs.
Police said Jeffries apparently ran a
stop sign and struck the vehicle in
which Johnson was riding. Johnson
died Saturday at a Somerset hospital
Peter 0. Dozier, 21, of Radcliff, was
dead at the scene of a three-car ac-
cident early Saturday in Meade County,
state police said. The crash occurred on
U.S. 31W near the limits of Muldraugh.
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By Abigail Van Buren
Her Shopping
Gets Mauled
LEAH ABBY: In all the years Fire been reading your
column. I've never been so steamed. FRUSTRATED IN
RUSSELLVILLE. ARK., complained because she —a
"working woman"— had only her lunch hour to do her shop-
ping, and the stores were always full of "little old ladies" and
non-working mothers who could shop anytime but chose to
do it during "her" lunch hoar. And you agreed with. her!
First of all, there is no such thing as a "non-working"
mother. If mothers didn't work, they'd be arrested for child
neglect. I put in a long, hard day caring for my family. I may
not punch a time clock or receive a weekly pay check, but I
work just the same.
Second of all, just because I don't work between 8 and 5
doesn't mean I have all day to shop. There are nap times for
infants and pre-schoolers, appointments, housework, chauf-
feuring that I must work around, and if I have to do my shop-
ping during the working woman's lunch hour, I'm sorry. I
don't plan it that way just to inconvenience her. Sign me.
TICKED OFF IN TUSTIN, CALIF.
DEAR TICKED OFF: I'll take 20 whacks with a wet dish
towel. The score on that one was WORKING MOTHERS:
322; ABBY: zilch. Read on for more brickbats:
DEAR ABBY: I've always been a big Abby fan, but when
you agreed with that frustrated "working woman" who sug-
gested that "non-working Mothers" should schedule their
shopping to accommodate the "working woman." you lost
me,
I have rights, even though I belong to no union other than
matrimony. I receive no income, but I feel well paid for my
efforts as 'a homemaker. (I even dowindows.)
Abby, please don't perpetuate the myth that mothers and
housewives are "non-working" women. Please don't tell me
how to rearrange my schedule, and I will refrain from advis-
ing people about their personal problems.
HAPPY COOKER IN YAKIMA, WASH.
DEAR ABBY: I am one of those "little old ladies" who is
inconveniencing the working woman because I shop on her
lunch hour. Well, excuuuuuuuze me!
Just because I'm 74, and look it, doesn't necessarily mean
I sit in my rocking chair all day and can shop any old time I
please. I happen to hold an office job that requires me to be
at my desk at 8 a.m. And I'm usually riveted there until well
after 5 every evening.
If the "working woman" finds the stores too crowded dur-
ing her lunch hour, let her shop in the evenings, or on Satur-
days or Sundays. There are plenty of stores open then.
BURNED UP IN BOSTON
DEAR ABBY: Please tell "working woman" that I am
sick and tired of working women telling me when to do my
shopping.
I chose to stay home and take care of my family just as she
chose to work outside her home, and I consider myself just
as much a working woman as she is. Before I made this
choice, I, also wotked at an office job and, let me tell you, the
job I have now is a lot tougher. But I'm not complaining.
I find that women who work outside the home --resent
housewives. Please get off our backs. We have our hands
full.
MARGE IN CHICAGO
DEAR ABBY: Boy. have I got an earful for
FRUSTRATED IN RUSSELLVILLE: Did it ever occur to
you that little old ladies and non-working mothers have
schedules to keep. too? If we must do our shopping or bank-
ing during your lunch hour, it's only a coincidence.
And, by the way, here in Texas the noon hour is the hot-
test time of the day in theNtimmer, and I don't go anywhere
unless I have to! Sign me,
-EQUAL RIGHTS IN TEXAS
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los




1Bowlers for the Tuesday Night iLadies Magic Tri Bowling 1
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League. If interested contact i
Billie Hall at 753-7886 or I
Mary Harris at 75 3-56 51 i
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CASSERCLE
Use the vegetables frozen
with a cheese or cream sauce
as the base for a slow cooker
casserole. Tasty combinations
of frozen vegetables have a
rich, mellowed flavor when
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Miss Elkins Is Wed To
Mr. Boggess At Church
Miss Millie Gay Elkins,
daughter of Mrs. Shirley
Elkins of Murray, was
married to Terry Whayne
Boggess, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Boggess of Kirksey, in
an evening summer ceremony
at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White. Miss Kim
Alley, pianist, presented a
program of music which in-
cluded "Love Story,"
"Evergreen," and "The
Wedding Song." She ac-
companied Mrs. Oneida White
who sang "You Light Up My
Life" and "The Lord's
Prayer."
The wedding vows were
exchanged before the altar
which was flanked by mat-
ching eight branch candelabra
entwined with greenery. The
altar itself had greenery
entwined with a light blue bow
at the top. A pair of matching
vases arranged with gladioli,
mums, and daisies accented
with_baby's breath and fern
were also used at the altar.
The family pews were marked
wth hurricane lamps
decorated with greenery and
light blue bows.
•Miss Joni Scott presided at
the register. The table was
covered with a white linen
cloth and was adorned by a
white bud vase of light blue
daisies and baby's breath.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Judy Grogan.
Pride's Dress
Escorted by her uncle.
Thage Uddberg, and given in
marriage by her mother, the
bride wore a formal floor
length gown of white chan-
tilace. The molded bodice was
defined by a Queen Anne
neckline and victorian
sleeves.
The bouffant ruffled skirt
swept to a cathedral train
which spread out as she
walked down the aisle. The
fingertip veil edged in mat-
ching lace was held by a Juliet
crown of lace and pearls. Her
only jewelry was a diamond
necklace, given to her by the
grooni. She carried a cascade
of white roses, ?daisies, and
baby's breath.
Miss Phyllis Elkins, the
bride's sister, was the maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Leslee Grogan and Miss
Sharon Boggess.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns
made of light blue quiana with
yokes-of white lace. They also
wore light blue hats with white
satin ribbon around the
crowns to which light blue
carnations were attached to
the ribbons at the crowns.
Mr. and Mrs. Tern'
Each of the attendants
carried a long stemmed white
rose with light blue and white
ribbons.
The groom was attired in a
white formal tuxedo with a
white ruffled shirt. His
boutonnire was a white
rosebud.
Kenneth Mohler served as
best man. The groomsmen
were Dale Swift and Anthony
Lowry. Ricky Boggess and
Craig Garland were ushers.
All of the men wore formal
white tuxedoes trimmed in
light blue and light blue ruf-
fled shirts. Their boutonnieres
were white carntions tipped in
light blue.
Mrs. Elkins chose to wear
for her daughter's wedding a
formal floor length gown of
light blue quiana. Her corsage
was a white cymbidium or-
chid.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Boggess, wore a floor length
gown of pink quiana featuring
long sleeves and a flowing
skirt. She also had a white
cymbidium orchid corsage.
The bride's uncle, the
groom's father, and Dr. White
were all presented bouton-
nieres of white carnations.
Reception
Immediately following the
.ceremony a recption was held




The reception table was
covered with a white linen
cloth. A bouquet of daisies,
mums, gladioli, and baby's
breath was the centerpiece
which was flanked by two
double branched crystal
candelabra with white can-
dles.
The three tiered wedding
cake decorated in yellow and
light blue was topped with a
bride and groom statuette
tinder a white ribbon. The
cake was served by Mrs. Eva
Henley, aunt of the groom.
Yellow punch, nuts, and
mints were served by Miss
Francie Outland and Mrs.
Sherrie Mohler. Ricky
Boggess and Craig Garland
distributed the rice bags.
After the reception the
couple left for a short wedding
trip. They are now residing at
Route 2, Mobile Home Village.
Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Boggess
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held at the Sirloin
Stockade.
. Twenty places were set for
the guests which included the
wedding party and their
families.
The couple presented gifts
to each other and to their
attendants during the dinner.
Exercise problems
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB •-- lama
67-year-old female. My doctor
says I have curvature of the
spine and considerable demin-
eralization of the bones. I also
have chronic asthma. I cannot
walk outside in the cold
' weather.
I get no exercise. I have
noticed I am getting a very
large stomach lately. Is there
any exercise you would
suggest' Do you think an
exercise bicycle is good for
me"
DEAR READER It's
true that exercise will precip-
itate asthma attacks in some
people, particularly in cold
weather The temperature
seems to be an important
factor
I assume from your letter
that by demineralization of
the bones, you're talking
about osteoporosis (softening
of the bones). which is com-
mon in women your age.
With the combination of
limited exercise and osteopo-
rosis, it's no wonder that
you're developing a large
stomach I'm sorry but I can't
recommend an exercise spe-
cifically for you because peo-
ple with osteoporosis must be
careful about the kinds of -
exercise they do.
I am sending you The' -
Health Letter number 6-10 on
osteoporosis or dissolving
bones. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents in check or coin with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me. in care of this
newspaper. P.0 Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
As I discussed in The Health
Letter I'm sending you. cer-
tain kinds of exercise can
cause weakened bones to frac-
ture That's why doctors sug-
gest that women who have
osteoporosis be careful about
lifting heavy objects.
On the positive side, proper-
ly done exercises can help to
strengthen your muscles and
provide back support. For
that reason, I think you should
have some individual help on
what kinds of exercises are
good for you with your partic-
ular medical problem. •
If your osteoporosis permits
it, you can do sit-ups and mod-
ified leg lifts to strengthen
your abdominal muscles.
These are not likely to cause
an asthmatic attack because
you can do the exercises for a
few minutes and rest Its pro-
longed exercise that's more
apt to precipitate asthma
And, of course, you can do
them in the house without
exposing yourself to cold
weather.
The degeneration of the
vertebrae may cause a person
to lose height With this short-
ening of the vertebrae, its
almost impossible to keep the
stomach from enlarging This
is particularly true if the tho-
racic spine bends forward as
well.
The abdominal muscles and
the spine are somewhat like a
bow with its string. If you
bend the bow at each end, the
string becomes slack. The
abdominal muscles, like the
string to a bow, are stretched
from their attachment to the
lower ribs at one end and to
the pelvis at the other end. As
the spine bends and curves
forward, the abdominal mus-
cles become slack.
If you are in a location
where you can get some good
advicedrom a physical medi-
cine or physiotherapy depart-
ment, it may be able to help
you learn some exercises that
can be useful without inducing
any problems for you.
The Salem Baptist Church, of Lynn Grove,
will begin their summer revival services on
Sunday night, August 26, and continue
through Friday night, August 31, at 7:30
nightly. The evangelist sv. ill be the Rev. Ar-
chie Brock pastor of the Donaldson Creek
Baptist Church of Cadiz, Ky.
The pastor, Rev. Mike Littrell, and the
members of the Salem church extend a
cordial invitation to all to come. 
GolfPlay Scheduled For Women
At Murray Club Wednesday
The ladies of the Murray
Country Club will play golf on
Wednesday, Aug. 29, at 930
a.m.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup may be paired at the
tee. Any person listed who is
unable to play is asked to call
the golf hostess, Vickie Baker,
at 753-5763, or one of the
playing partners.




Sullivan, and Evelyn Jones.
9:35 am.—Betty Jo Purdom,
Venela Sexton, Frances
Hulse, and Betty Stewart.
940 a.m.—Euvie Michell,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Toni
Hopson, and Sue Brown.
9:45 a.m.—Faira Alexander,
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Others are supportive of
your financial Interests. Get in




Apr. 20 to May 201 "
Harmony marks important
relationships. Now's the time




(May 21 to June 20)
Extra income for the in-
dustrious. Complete work
projects with dispatch.
Patience enables you to settle
domestic questions.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Creative energy is high.
Hobbies are productive and
satisfying. Make dating plans.
Leisure activities with loved
ones are fulfilling.
LEO 
J2(July 23 to Aug. 22 )
A behind-the-scenes push
gets a domestic project
rolling. A sense of duty




(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) FrPt
A time to extend invitations.
Plans for social get-togethers. 
goaccording to plan. Talks
with loved ones are well
received.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23'to Oct. 22)u l
Extra energy devoted to
career projects pays off in
cash. Others appreciate your
take-charge attitude. Lend a
hand financially.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 ritietr'
Friends are responsive to
your friendliness. Be sire to
include old acquaintances at
social functions. Speak out for
principles.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) , .
You'll accomplish much
behind the scenes, especially




Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 VJ
Attend a cultural event with
friends. Social life is fulfilling
and close ones appreciate
your interst in their affairs.
AQUARIUS ,
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A good time to initiate new
work projects. Make sure you
follow through on good




PISCES X =z(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A good time to bring
creative work to the attention
of publishers-agents. Be at-
tentive to the needs of close
ones. Have fun together.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and can succeed in
most endeavors. Attracted to
mental occupations, you can
excel as a writer, lecturer,
lawyer and teacher. Both
practical and creative, your
greatest success comes when
you broaden your interests
and become concerned about
the larger issues that affect
mankind. You can be the
artist with a message, though
you can also find happiness as
an engineer, architect,
musician, or in the business
world. Learn to temper
criticism with a love for your
fellowinan. Birthdate of:
Goethe, author; Tolstoy,
author; and Charles Boyer,
actor.
Sue Costello, Inus Orr, and
Margaret Shuffett.
9:50 a.m.—Cathryn Garrott,
Anna Mary Adams, Jane
Fitch, and Chris Graham.
9 : 5 5 a.m.--Euldene
Robinson, Mickey Phillips,




Alice Purdorn, Lou Doran, and
Nancy Haverstock.
9:35 am.—Norma Frank,
Judy Muehleman, Ann Haney,
and Doris Cella.
9:40 a.m.—Nancy Fandrich,
Eddie Mae Outland, Vickie




Koenen, and Mary Belle
Overbey.
9135 am.--Martha Sue
Ryan, Aurelia Batts, Exie
Hill, and Mary Bazzell.
9:40 am.—Janice Howe.
Barbara Stacey, and Molly
Booth.
In golf play on Wednesday..
Aug. 22, Betty Jo Purdom was
the medialist and Frances
Hulse was the runnerup.
First flight winners were
Sue Brown, winner, and Faira
Alexander and Cathryn
Garrott, tied for runnerup.
Edith Garrison was the
winner and Nancy Haverstock
was the runnerup in the
second flight.
In the third flight Mary
Belle Overbey was the winner
and Barbara Stacey was the
runnerup.
Evelyn Jones and Frances




But a little pitcher named David
struck him out thefirst time up. Get
the complete box scores after
school at the First Christian Church
After School Bible Club. Call 753-
3824.
Presenting The New took In
Senior Portraits




•Select from 35 to 20 traditional
and creative poses done in
both studio and outdoors
•Ample unhurried tatting time




*Setting lee only SS.
•All in kving color
We invite YOU to come in and




1 18 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky..
"A $1.99 Steak Lunch
, and a $2.99 Steak Dinner?
Impossible."
Not at Sirloin Stockade.
Just take a look
LUNCH — Chopped Steak
Platter or Chicken Fried
Steak Platter. $ 1 .99.
We sci-vc up our Lunch Features with your choice of a steaming
baked potato or French Fries, and Stockade Toast. Monday
through Friday, II a.m. 411 3 p.m,
DINNER — Special Sizzlin' Sirloin Steak Platter,
Soup 'n Salad Bar and Drink. $2.99.
Our Dinner Feature includes a Special Sizzlin• Sirloin Steak,
baked potato or French rries. Stockade Toast, any drink and
our Soup 'n Salad liar Emry Monday. Thesrlay and Wednesday
From 3 p.m. 'til closing.
Now you'll love t ()min' to
SIRLOIN STOCKADE





























































































The perfect Color Portrait
Package for the entire family
at o super K mart price. ond
ko variety of poses ond
backgrounds. No additional
charge for groups. Poses our
selection. Satisfaction always







Daily 10 a.m-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway
641 N., Murray
Sony. packages cannot be
mixed at this special discount
Peke.
Events For Community Calendar
Monday, Aug. 27
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by the Counseling
and Testing Center, Murray
State University, will meet at
ordway Hall. For information
(rail 762-6851.
Calloway High School Laker
annuals for 1978-79 may be
picked up at the school from 8
to 4 p.m.
Local Arthritis Fund Drive
campaign workers will have a
spaghetti supper kickoff
meeting, hosted by Laurel
P'Pool, county chairman, at
DeVanti's at 6 p.m. Note
change from place originally
listed.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m. This is for all per-
sons with emotional or ner-
vous needs.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with Libby Hart as
leader for Plato's Apology and
Crib.
Auditions for the Murray
State University Symphony
Orchestra will be from 7 to 9
p.m. in Fine Arts Building,
Room 328, MSU.
Fall term classes will begin
today at Murray State
University.
Baptist Mehr-of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at Seven Seas.
Monday, Aug. 27
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. They will
then go by church van to the
Country Cross Roads
Restaurant for dinner. No
program will be presented.
Call meeting of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will be held
at the lodge hall for work in
Master Mason degree at 7:30
p.m. A potluck supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Aug. 28
Murray Woman's Club will
have an organizational
workshop to open the new club
year at the club house at 7:30
p.m. All departmental of-
ficers, chairmen, and
members are urged to attend.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of
Jane Morton at 8 p.m. -
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Unit 827, Woodrnen of the
World, will have a salad
supper and pool party at
Loretta Jobs GRI Realtors,
1200 Sycamore Street, at 6:30
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.
Persons may pick up 1978-79
Laker Annuals from 8 a.m. to





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Sestets, it's my job to bole you make tits
most of your Now neighborhood. Oar shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time aid money.
Pies a basket of gifts for year family.
I'll be listeaing for year call.
Welcome W.agon
Inge King 492-8348 ' Mary Hamilton 753-5570
iAp ria lir advance by7  9c38allin
Tuesday, Aug. VI
Bazaar Workshop will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m. This is open to all in-
terested persons.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 College
Terrace, at 7 p.m.
Board meeting of the
Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will be held
at the church library at 7:30
p.m. '
Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Opal Reeves at
2 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 29
Ladies day activities at the
Oaks' Country Club will in-
clude golf with Peggy Noel as
hostess and bridge with Freda
Butterworth as hostess, both
at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies Day Golf will be at
9:30 a.m.,with Vickie Baker as
hostess at the Murray Country
Club.
Wednesday, Aug. 29
First rehearsal of the season
for the Murray State
University Symphony
Orchestra will be held in
Room 216, Fine Arts Building,
MSU.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Sensor
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Handloom
Weaving Workshop from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm, with $3 registration fee
to cover frame and an
assortment of fibers, bring
sack lunch, to register call 502-
924-5602, extension 291; Plant
and Animal Relationships at
Center Station at 2:30 p.m.
Murray State students will
be guests at the Fellowship
Supper at the First Baptist
Church at 5:45 p.m. Reser-
vations should be made by
Tuesday.
Birthday party for all
persons having birthdays in
this month will be held at the
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at the Douglas
Community Center at 12 noon.
Of Interest To
Senior Citizens
Birthday Party Planned At
Douglas Center Wednesday
A special party for all
persons having birthdays this
month will be held Wed-
nesday, Aug. 29, at the
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at the Douglas
Community Center, according
to Wilma Wilson, site
manager.
Meals are served each day
at 12 noon at the Douglas
Center, two days each week at
the Ellis Community Center,
and each week day at the
Hazel Community Center.
"Meals On wheels" are also
sent out each day.
Reservations for the meal
should be made one day in
ME SAVING PLACE 
this week, Monday, Aug. 27,





carrot, apple, celery salad
with mayonnaise, corn bread,
butter, pineapple tidbits, milk,
coffee, or tea.
Tuesday-chicken al a king,
rice, carrot coins, tossed salad
with thousand island dressing,
hot roll, butter, chocolate
pudding, milk, coffee, or tea
Wednesday-fried chicken,
fresh tomato wedges, mixed
vegetables, mashed glazed
sweet potatoes, hot roll,
butter, banana, milk, coffee,
or tea.
Thursday-italian meat
balls with macaroni, par-
mesan cheese, tomato sauce,
chopped broccoli, hot roll,




buttered lima beans, hot roll,






(Deborah), 504 North 4th St.,
Murray, Adams, ,Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Box 265, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Tamra B. Gallimore, No. I
Dills Trailor Ct., Murray,
Anna Mae Free, Rt. 4, Benton,
Mrs. Delia N. Lowe, Rt. 3, Box
1109, Murray, David E. Thorn,
Rt. 1, Box 78, Alrno, Sandra L.
Jeffery, Box 3009, University
Station, Murray, Joe R.
Lassiter, Dill Trailer Court
No. 7, Murray, Clifford A.
Miller, Rt. 7, Box 516-A,
Murray, Mitzi A. Parrish, Rt.
6, Box 78, Murray, Mrs. Donna
F. Scott, Riveria Trailer
Court, Box 95, Murray, Mrs.
Janice Bossing, 1705 Olive
Street, Murray, Mrs. Sarah M.
Markham, Rt. 1, Box 347, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Andrea R.
Butler, Rt. 2, Box 119, Murray,
Mrs. Hilda G. Lovett, Rt. I,
P.O. Box 223, Gilbertsville,
Michael R. Jetton, Rt. 1, Box
220A, Mayfield, Sharon J.
Walker, Rt. 1, Box 53, Almo,
Mrs. Ruby M. Whitlow, Rt. 8,
Box 210, Murray, Mrs. Lathe
Furgerson, C-0 Bill
Furgerson, 703 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Lesby E. Bass,
Rt. 1, Box 326, Murray, W. D.
McKinney, Rt. 3, Box 45-A,
Murray, Mrs. Lillie P.
Outland, 604 S. 11th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Audye Purdom,
309 N. 10th St., Murray, Mrs.
Buna Hardy, 402 Second St.,
F'ulton, Mrs. Myrtle Nickles,
800 N. 20th St., Murray.
8-14-79
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Speed (Teresa),
Rt. 3, Mayfield, Baby Girl
Smith (Matilda), 511 North
5th, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Joan P. Littleton, 1034
Manley, Apartment 7 Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Anna F. Dill, 413
Sycamore, Murray, Thomas
E. Williams, 156 Avlon Tr. Ct
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Ora F
Harder, 503 Elm St., Murray,
Mrs. Iva M. Moffitt, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Imogene
Palmer, Rt. 1 Box 162,
Kirksey, John M. Stigall, 159
Berry St. Camden, Tenn.,
Mrs. Cindy Cain, Box 840 Rt. 8,
Murray, Fred Smith, 736 Nash
Dr., Murray, Mrs. 011ie E.
Hamlin, 215 Irvan, Murray,
Grover C. Charlton, General
Delivery, Hazel, Mrs. Patsy
N. Causey, Rt. 1 Box 88,
Farmington, Virgil J. Tinsley,
Rt. 6 Box 26785 Murray, Mrs.
Deborah J. Millraney, 330
Head St. Paris, Tenn., Jerry
W. Maness, Rt. 1 Box 130.
Almo, Mrs. Bertie G. Roberts.
Rt. 3 Box 43, Murray.
BLANK ENSHIP BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy L
Blankenship of Route 1.
Puryear, Tenn., are ale
parents of a baby boy, Russell
Lee, weighing nine pounds
seven ounces, born on
Thursday, Aug. 16, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Nedra Paschall. Grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. J J
Blankenship and Mr. and Mrs
T. C. Paschall.
Watch for Beef Spedals
Sound advice for stretching
meat dollars is to watch ths
ads for beef specials and do
comparative shopping, pointS
out the National Live Stock
and Meat Board. Round
steak and ground beef am
often priced as attention get
ters. So too are other beef
cuts such. as beef pot-rossi
and steaks cut from the chuck
North Fork News----
Many Persons Visit n Homes Of
Area Residents; Persons Are Ill
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Aug. 25, 1179
Well, I'm finally back with a
bit of news. I have been so
busy freezing and canning
that I did not have time to
write.
Gaylon Morris, Sr., had
surgery at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital a
few days ago. Those visiting
him were Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon H. Morris, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore, Bro.
Hudson, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris,
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
Mrs, Morris stayed with him
at the hospital and they
returned home last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith
of Memphis, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes and
Mrs. Sadie Bucy over the
weekend.
Mrs. Nomie Olive visited
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
last Tuesday. She also visited
Mrs. Lillian Ross in the
nursing home.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Peggy Farley and son
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones last week.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Eron Fletcher
of Como, Mr, and Mrs. Edd
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Howell, Mrs. Eula Mae
Fletcher of Sikeston, Mo., and
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ruben Fletcher on Sunday.
Mrs. Danial Paschall visited
Mrs. Lamora Nance Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Orr of
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes on Sunday.
Mrs. Sadie Bucy visited Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Key Tuesday
afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
and son, Bryan, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Lanoice Harrington,
Parsons, Tenn., over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
were Sunday dinner guests of
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins. Enroute





BIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( AP)
- Between them, Casey Jones
and twin brother, Charles,
weighed 17 pounds at birth.
Their mother, Cindy Jones,
credits a prenatal diet that
included tacos, watermelons,
doughnuts and homemade ice
cream.
Dr. Tom Boulware, whose
experience stretches back 50
years and about 20,000 babies,
was succinctly impressed:
"Huge bunnies they were."
he said.
Casey checked in at 8
pounds, 4k‘a ounces and
Charles at 8 pounds, 6 ounces.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Aug. 4 from the
Community Hospital,
















Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Maburn Key Sunday
and attended the singing that
afternoon at f)ak Grove
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and son, Kenny, and
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, and Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins and son,
Kenny, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris Wednesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins
and children, Kenny, Kim,
and Kurk, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
spent this week with Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson. Other visitors on
Saturday with Mrs. Wilson
were Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson and Lavettia and Mr.
and Mrs. Maburn Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr and
Miss Sylvia Kuykendall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Orr Thursday for supper.
Sylvia Kuykendall and little
Jamie Orr visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall forawhile.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and children, Guy and Ginger,
of Nashville, Tenn., and the
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
sons, Rickie and Bryan, of
Sedalia visited Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr in Puryear, Term.,
over the weekend. Mrs. Jessie
Paschall visited in the af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key had
as their Saturday afternoon
guests Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt, Guy and Ginger Wyatt,
Mrs. Glynn M. Orr, and Rickie
and Bryan Orr.




The Singles Unlimited will
meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church, and go by
van, furnished by the church,
to the Country Cross Roads
Restaurant for dinner.
A program will not be
presented, a spokesman said.
Due to the coming Labor
Day weekend, a meeting will
not be scheduled for Monday,
Sept. 3.
The next meeting will be
Monday, Sept. 10, at 7:30 p.m.
at the parlor of the First
United Methodist Church. All
persons over 18 years of age
who are single due to death.
divorce, or never having been
married, are invited to attend.
The Methodist Church with
the Rev. Bob Farless as leader
are sponsoring this special
service for the single people of
the community, a spokesman
said. Interesting and in-
formative programs are being
planned for the coming year,
the spokesman added.
Murfreesboro, Term., spent
the weekend with the Rev. and
Mrs. James Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli
and children, Pam and Steve,
from New Jersey, and Mr. and
Mrs. George Whitford and son
of Nashville, Tenn., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall. They all attended
services at North Fork Baptist
Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited the R. D.
Keys Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris Saturday night.
Mrs. Steely B. West and
Mrs. Estelle Brisendine
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Tuesday afternoon.
Marcus Hill spent a few
days last week with his sister,
Mrs. Charles Roland and Mr.
Roland of Detroit, Mich. While
there he also visited the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee in
Roseville, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris, Michelle and Mary.
Grace Morris, the Rev. and
Mrs. Billy Gallimore, and Ron
Gallimore were dinner guests




The Gilbertsville Chapter of
Women's Aglow will meet
Tuesday, Aug. n, at 9:30 a.m.
at Ken Bar Inn for breakfast.
The meeting will follow at
10: 30 a.m.
Mrs. Eva Howerton, a
native of Paducah and the
wife of J. William Howerton,
Judge of Kentucky Court of
Appeals, will be the speaker.
They are members of the
Grace Episcopal Church.
The speaker is a member of..
the Paducah Ciscc
Beautification Bord and is




may call 443-6308, Paducah,





Classes fee sad 5-year-elds
A program of instruction and experiences in music with the purpose of
providing a musical environment, and offering an opportunity for young
children to enioy making music.
Registration to be held at the studio, 413 N. 5th, on August 31, 930
a.m, to noon, and 2 to 4 p.m.; call 436-2625 for more information.
Classes begin September 10th. Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday
sessions ore available, each child to attend 2 one-and-a-half-hour classes
each week.
Private piano study for older children and adults is also
offered.
•
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Enjoy FLORIDA Fun,,




AKU I NI IA11
Shorefront on Gulf of Mexico
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach,
ono the world's finest. Don't miss Sarasota's
other attractions, Circus Hall of Fame,
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden-fishing,
sailing, water-skiing.
Relax in comfort. . . bask in the sun.
swim in the pool and Gulf, sip cocktails
, at the musical beach bar, lunch on the
a patio. Polynesian. American cuisine.
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
with Gulf views, effic., suites Color
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene




Write or call now. • ' AKU TiKI INN/BEST WESTERN$Phone .‘ Ma Beni FranIghn Drove Dept.11,711
(813) 388-5021 
Nt, Lido Beach, Sarasota, Florods 33577
istease send free brochures, rates
SARASOTA, FLORIDA




Sarasota, Florida 33577 114; city. State, Zip 
6 
•
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Who has the right
to tell you
what's right?
When most of us were growing up, there was a parent or
guardian who gave us guidance of one sort or another. But we ista
are grown now and capable of making our own decisions. It's
time to re-evaluate what we have been told is right for us and
wrong for us as individuals.
Only God has the right to pass judgment on our actions. He
alone has the final say.
If man was created in His image, then it follows that man
has dignity and individuality which must be respected. No one
but God has a right to tell a man what is right for himself.
In the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we think that a
person should have the freedom to interpret the Bible in his or
her own way. The church should remain a vehicle for this ex-
pression. not a dictator of it.
We also feel that as long as we are all headed in the right
direction, it doesn't matter which bus we catch. If you haven't
found a bus you're comfortable on, try ours. It leaves every
Sunday at 10:45. .
The First Christian Church
North of the save on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
•
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GL EST EDITORIAL
Tax Cut Is Due
With Congress taking its late
summer break, President
Carter is preparing to get the
jump on the members when
they return by proposing an in-
come tax cut effective Jan. 1. If
the economy continues to slide,
such an effort is almost certain.
And if he doesn't start the
ball rolling, Congress is likely
to take the initiative.
Before a final showdown, a
lot of measures will be discuss-
ed: A reduction in the Social
Security tax to aid wage
earners and reduce the payroll
burden on employers, faster
depreciation for business, tax
credits for workers who comply
with the president's wage stan-
dards, and a hefty cut in per-
sonal and corporate income
taxes designed to restore the
purchasing power lost to higher
prices of oil and oil derivatives.
There is good reason for the
concern about taxes and what
the big bite taken by the
government is doing to workers
and employers.
Last year, individual income
and payroll taxes took 18 per-
cent of personal income a
record.
If the tax structure is not
changed, by 1981 Americans
will be paying $43 billion more
in income taxes and $14 billion
more in Social Security taxes, a
total of $57 billion. That
Agree Or Not
translates into 20.5 percent of
personal income.
It should be obvious to
anyone that when government
is gobbling up more than one-
fifth of the money people earn it
is seriously damaging the





As a service o our readers. The
Murray 1.edger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
ma) be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
D. C. 29510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the Genera!
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




By S.C. Van Curon
Changes In
Court System
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's new
streamlined court system has paid its
own way for the first full fiscal year of
operation that ended June 30 of this
year.
Records in the Administrative Office
of the Courts and the revenue Depart-
ment tell the financial story.
Jim Peel, director of administrative
services for the courts, said the courts'
income for fiscal year' 1978-79 was
$37,922,02720 while $37,670,437.38 was
expended.
Voters approved a constitutional
amendment setting up the new court
system that became effective Jan. 1,
1978.
The new court system did away with
county and police courts and tran-
sferred their work to the newly created
district courts. Kentucky's old Court of
Appeals became the Kentucky
Supreme Court, and a new Appeals
Court was created as an intermediate
court between Circuit Court and the
Supreme Court.
The new District Courts suffered
some organizational problems in the
first six. months of life in 1978. The
problems chiefly concerned finding
space for the 114 new courts to operate
and to arrive at a satisfactory
monetary arrangement with fiscal
courts in courthouse across the state.
The expenses included $4,800,000
returned to cities and counties to
compensate them, at least partially, for
the revenue they lost in fees when
police and county courts were
abolished.
Before the new four-tier court system
was created, cities and counties
operated their court systems on the
traditional fee and fine basis while all
other county offices operated on a fee
basis.
But the change set a fixed salary of
$27,500 per year for the 114 district
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judgeships created. Under the old
county court system, the county judge's
maximum salary was set by the
legislature. The joker in the old system
was that the court had to take in suf-
ficient money through fees if the judge
reached his maximum salary limit.
Many small counties fell short in
collections.
The first six months of operation in
the new court system fell in the last half
of the 1977-78 fiscal year for the state,
and the revenue in this period showeil
some of the pains of getting the new
system started. In this period the state
received $15,378,729.81 in fees, fines and
forfeitures as compared to
$19,206,721.95 for the first six months of
1979, Mrs. Joyce Morse of the Finance
Department reported.
There were several complaints from
across the state about the higher fees
set when the new court system was
established. The 1979 special session of
the General Assembly, called by Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall, redUced two of
the costs.
Court costs for prepayable non-
speeding traffic violations were
reduced .from $27.50 to $20.00 and the
prepayable costs for speeding fines was
reduced from $17.50 to $15.00. The
minimum fine was reduced from $25.00
to $20.00. The reduction in fines became
effective the first of June this year.
Peel said the figures in his depart-
ment may not agree with the figures in
finance, or those Mrs. Morse reports.
Reason is that The Administrative
Office of the Courts records the figures
when the money is received.
The money is then turned over to
Mrs. Morse. She doesn't record the
figures until the money is deposited in
the bank. There are a few days lag
between these two transactions. Thus,
money could be received by Finance
near the end of the month, or on the last
day, and not deposited until the first or
second day of the next month.
However, Peel says it all averages
out in 'the end.
Another change in the court system
would come about if a bill prefiled by
House Minority Leader Harold
DeMarcus is passed by the 1980 General
Assembly.
The bill would do away with the office
of Commonwealths Attorneys and turn
the prosecutorial work for the minor
cgurts over to the county attorneys,
making them full-time prosecutors at a
salary the same as circuit judges.
This would increase costs of
' doerating the courts since there are
now only 87 district courts served by 56
commonwealth attorneys and them
assistants, while there are 120 county
attorneys, plus several assistants.
But, this is another story that space
here does not permit.
A a
C Coolly News Serviai
111EARTI1N  
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns write
Heartllne, 114 East Day-ton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I retired eight years
ago at age 62 after having worked for 40
years. Of course, I have my own Social
Security work credits.
My husband retired later, at the age
of 65. He has the maximum Social
Security allowance given at that time.
which is naturally greater than mine.
If my husband predeceases me, am I
entitled to the difference between our
two allowances, or do I continue
receiving only the amount I am allotted
on my own earnings? — E.S.
If you are widowed, you would cirao
an amount equal to 100 percent of your
husband's benefits, by receiving thi
difference between the two benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am 60 years old. .
have worked for over 20 years. I sent
for my total earnings and amount I
would receive at age 65 and received
the information.
What I would like to know is, due to
the health of my parents, I have not
worked this year and do not know when
I will be able to return to work. If I
should not be able to return to work
Bible Thought
Pray without ceasing.
I Thessalonions 5 : 1 7.
Life ought to be lived in a
constant prayerful awareness of
God and His purposes for each
life.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and .
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be. •
Funny World
Honolulu, Hawaii — It's not unusual
for a couple to be nervous during their
wedding ceremony. But Donna
Erickson and William Lewis had extra
reasons while they took their vows
They were married amid a half dozen
lions and tigers inside the lion cage at
the International 3-Ring Circus. The
couple was selected for the circus
wedding in a promotion by a local radio
station.
The 19 year old bride, attired in white
gown and veil, said she wasn't sure if
she was more nervous because of being
kissed in front of several thousand
cheering circus-goers.
The bridegroom, a 20 year old Army
sergeant, looked as if he wished he were
on maneuvers.
The minister didn't mind at all; he




until after I am 65, will this affect my
collecting Social Security at that time?
- M. L.
As far as eligibility is concerned, this
would not affect your eligibility for
benefits. Once you have earned the
required number of quarters of
eligibility, it cannot be taken away
from you.
If you do not work between now and
age 65, it would effect the amount of
benefits you will receive, because you
will have five zero-earnings years.
However, if you do not take retirement
benefits at that time and do return to
work after the age of 65, then you would
earn delayed retirement credits which
would increase your benefits by 3
percent for each year after age 65 in
which you worked and did not draw
Social Security retirement.
HEARTLINE: I heard about an
annual report on the Veteran's
Administration but I can't find out
exactly what it is, where to get it or if it
costs anything. One friend says it is a
book, another says it is a pamphlet; one
says it is free, and another says it costs
about $15.00. But none of my "know-it-
all" friends knows where to get it — if it
exists! What say you on this? — F.S.
It exists! The Veteran's
Administration's annual report (a 230-
page publication) is a report on the
nation's 10 million veterans and how the
agency serves them. It can be obtained
by sending $5.50 to the Superintendent
of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.
HE ARTLINE : I read an article in our
local newspaper recently about an
elderly lady who won $1,000 in some
kind of contest, and after all was said
and done, it caused her and her
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husband to lose some state benefits.
There must be many people, like
myself, who send back their entry
forms to contests and who knows, might
be lucky one day. What problems would
one have with Social Security if one did
win? Or does only employment income
on which one would pay into Social
Security count? — E. K.
Unearned income has no effect at all
on your Social Security benefits. It does
not matter how much you have, and it
will in no way lower your benefits. You
do not have to pay Social Security taxes
on this amount, but in many cases
(depending on the amount), you do
have to pay federal income taxes on it.
Some examples of unearned income
are: interest from a savings account,
stock dividends, rental income, lottery
or prize winnings, and the money you






1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Caaynckt, 1911
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Calloway County Fair held'its July raking program for two days,
followed by the regular fall event of exhibits of animals, birds, foods
and needlework. But one unforgettable event in the fair program
was provided by one Thomas Brady in his airship, not a balloon
but a graceful biplane, which like an American eagle will soar at
dizzy heights, higher and higher until it is a mere speck in the blue
empyrean, then swoop down to earth again within the fair enclo-
sure." The enclosure was an improvised mowed runway within the
track oval. The flight, however, scarcely attained the heights de-
scribed in the advance literature but did clear the housetops and
trees—barely. On the Friday fly, it quickly returned to the field
after a brief foray over Jack Kennedy's apple orchard and Mayme
Bag,well's tobacco patch with the pilot frantically waving his hands
in a life and death maneuver that alerted field hands for an emerg-
ency landing. It bounced down but couldn't stop, leveling over
the frenzied hands trying to stop the runaway machine before crack-
ing up in the ditch on the west end of the oval. Despite the mis-
hap, it was an aerial display that was long remembered in Callo-
way County where 98 per cent of her people had never before seen
a biplane. Further, it scared to death all of the worms in Mayme's
tobacco patch. The fiscal balance of the county fair was wobbled
by the biting effects of Brother Taylni's unrelenting boycott.
Murray High School closecraltuccessful 1913 year, graduating a
sizeable class of three boys making the grade with the predominant
fairer sex. Grads were Frankie Dale, Amanda Wear, Mary Cole-
man, Lennis Wilkinson, Gladys Rogers, Bryan Langston, Shirley
Clayton, Etna Baker, Florence Pogue and Novella Glasgow. Too,
there was a writing school at Chunn School House where 50 students
learned the artistic art uniiat the direction of H. S. Saunders.
To Be Continued
Edit 's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
of "Thentory of Calloway County, 1822-1976" tos be printed, the,
authors request that prospective buyers. indicate number of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by Septem-
ber, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy arid Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Looking Bark
10 tear Ago
Twenty-two persons were cited for
not having a city auto sticker yesterday
s 
by the Murray Police Department.
Deaths reported include Allen
Rayburn Gupton, five months, arid W
Wj°hns°nn 7r9Four forme  Calloway Countians, all
faculty members at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, have been
honored by having buildings on the
Western campus named in their honor.
They are Ivan Wilson, L Y. Lancaster,
Dr. Gordon Wilson, and E. H. Canon.
The first Agri-Business Institute on
Grain, sponsored by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, will be held at
Murray State University on Sept. 3.
Births reported include a girl, Buffy
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Greer on
Aug. 20, and a boy, Will Downs II, to
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Thornton on Aug.
19.
The Kirksey Baseball Association
closed the year with a potluck supper
and award.- I: -..ht at the Kirksey Ball
Park, according to Bill Crick, retiring
president. He said 168 boys and girls,
ages 7 to 16, have been involved in
baseball and softball play there this
summer.0 Years Ago• t.
The Senate Agriculture Committee
today approved the $3,900,940 Water-
shed Program for the East Fork of
Clarks River in Calloway, Marshall,
Graves, and McCracken Counties in
Western Kentucky and Henry County in
Western Tennessee, according to Sens.
Thruston B. Morton and John Sherman
Cooper.
H. E. Ayres of the Research and
Demonstration Branch of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority is ex-
perimenting with "custom weather"
for the purpose of curing tobacco. This
has been long sought by tobacco far-
mers in the area.
W. Z. Carter, Yandal Wrather, Joe
Pat James, James Rogers, and W. B.
Moser of the Murray Lions Club at-
tended the District Governor's cabinet
meeting and annual district club of-
ficers' training school at Hopkirmille.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Ward, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Harvey, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Myers.
"Ask Any Girl" starring David
Niven, Shirley MacLaine, and Gig
Young isshowing at the VarsityThtre,
30 Years Ago
A new chemical called Undue was
-
used yesterday in Calloway County in
the fight against flies that have become
partially resistant to DDT, according to
Fred Morton of the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Health.
,State Senator George E. Overbey will
be the speaker at the opening exercises
at Lynn Grove High School on ,Sept. 5,
according to Buron Jeffery, principal.
Teachers are Modest Jeffrey, Martha
Sue Ryan, Hilton Williams, Barkley
Jones, Otis Lovins, James Scott,
Margaret Crawford, Eula Mae
Doherty, Bonnie Brumley, Mavis
McCamish, and Tonne Beaman.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. H.
(Bud) Adams, 71.
The Little League AU-Stars with
Overbey as pitcher defeated the
Murray Boys of Woodmen team in a
baseball game at the City Park, ac-
cording to Preston Holland, park
supervisor.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dan William Wyatt on Aug.
21, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Ragsdale on Aug. 22, and a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Malcolm Brown on Aug. 22
yloda In History
,
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 27, the 239th
day of 1979. There are 126 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1859, America's first
oil well was drilled near Titusville, Pa.
On this date:
In 55 B.C., Julius Ceasar led his
Roman forces in an invasion of Britain.
In 1776. the British won the Battle of
Long Island, paving the way for the
occupation of New York City during the
Revolutionary War.
In 1789, the French National
Assembly adopted the Declaration of
the Rights of Man.
In 1939, Adolph Hitler's Germany
demanded control of the city of Danzig
and the Polish Corridor.
In 1945, American troops began oc-
cupying Japan as World War II drew to
a close. It was the first foreign oc-
cupation of Japan in modern history.
In 1964, the government of South
Vietnam was turned over to a trium-
virate of generals.
Ten years ago: An Israeli commando
force staged a mortar attack on a
military installation in the Nile Valley
of upper Egypt.
Five years ago: Turkey rejected
Moscow's proposal for an expanded
Cyprus peace conference, calling on
Greece to resume immediately the
smaller Geneva negotiations.
One year ago•AActor Charles Boyer
' died at the age of 78.
Today's birthday: Economist Walter
Heller is 64 years old.
Thought for today: Many Americans
live on the outskirts of hope... Our task
is to help replace their dispair with
opportunity — President Lyndon B.
Johnson (1908-1973), who was born on
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"Sampson BMA Cherry" owned and exhibited by Krit
Stubblefield, was selected as Reserve Junior Champion of
the FFA show during the Ky. State Fair.
Photo by Ben Brumley
41M•••••Manr.m.
•
Krit Stubblefield and Kathy Stubblefield are pict
ured with
the award winning exhibit at the Kentucky State Fair. T
he
Stubblefields won double honors being named as o
ut-
standing herdsman in the youth division and of the Jersey
breeders. Photo By Ben Brumley
Calloway Farm
Stubblefield Jerseys Bureau King,
Receive Outstanding Queen Selected
Herdsman Award
Stubblefield Jerseys, Route
5, Murray received the
coveted Outstanding Herd-
sman award of the Jersey
breeders at the Kentucky
State Fair.
Exhibiting in both the FFA
show and the Open show the
Stubblefield's had 4th place,
Jr. get of sire; 2nd place
Senior Yearling in Milk; 3rd
place, 3 year old production;
6th place aged cow; 5th place,
aged cow production record at
the open show.
In the youth show at the
Kentucky State Fair, Kilt
Stubblefield exhibited animals
placing 1st and 3rd, Jr. Calf;
3rd, fall Calf; 1st and 3rd,
summer calf; 1st place Senior
Yearling; 2nd and 3rd in the 2
yr. old cow class; 3rd, 3 year
old cows; and 1st, aged cow.
The senior Yearling "Samson
BMA Cherry" received
reserve grand champion.
Krit was named "Out-
standing Individual FFA
Herdsman" of all breeds for
the Youth Show. This is the 3rd
time Krit has been selected for
this honor
FARMERS!









We Will Be Closed
Sat. & Sun.
Until Aug. 15th







is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important pa-
pers, jewelry and other irreplaca-
bles ... why chance it? By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage.
for just pennies a day!
Bank of Murray
FDIC
Timothy Feltner, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Feltner, and
Joy Kelso, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Kelso, were
named Calloway County
Farm Bureau King and Queen
at a contest held Aug. 21 at the
Calloway . County Public
Library.
Both are seniors at
Calloway County High School.
They will compete in the First
District Contest on Oct. 8 in
the Student Center at Murray
State University.
Runkerup in the King
contest was Michael Rogers,
son of Mrs. Hilda Jo Rogers.
He also is a rnior at
Calloway.
Michelle Jarrett
Michelle Jarrett, daughter of
Mr. and Mr. Odelle Jarrett,
took first place honors in the
District I Talent Contest.
Runnerup was Vonnie Hays,





of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Manning, was the winner in
the Division H Talent Contest.
Laura Jarrett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle Jarrett,
'was runnerup.
The first place winners in
the talent divisions also will









Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:





Freed Cothom Co. in(




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179





Program To Deal With Cattlemen's Needs
Beef Cattle Field Day Scheduled
At UK's Eden Shale Farm Oct. 18
A Beef Cattle Field Day will
be held at the University of
Kentucky's Eden Shale Farm
in Owen County October 18.
The farm is located about five
miles east of Owenton.
The program will deal with
practical needs of cattlemen,
but there also will be good
food, fellowship and Fall
scenery to enjoy, according to
Russell BreDahl, Extension
beef cattle specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
Featured on the program
will be the sale of 27 per-
formance tested bulls
currently on test at the
Kentucky Central Bull Testing
Station, which is located on
the Eden Shale Farm. The
sale group includes 4 Angus,
12 Charolais and 11 Polled
Hereford bulls.
"Displays and demon-
strations will round out the
program," BreDahl said.
The steps involved in
preconditioning calves for
health will be discussed and
demonstrated. They include:
weaning, adjusting the calves
to balanced rations after
weaning, immunizing the calf
to certain diseases and con-
trolling -internal and external
parasites.
Field day visitors will get
information on temporary
fences that permit flexibility
in matching stocking rate with
the rate_ of forage . growth.
They are used to manage
'grazing so cattle always have
immature, palatable and
nutritious forage to eat.
Cattlemen will see a display of
temporary fencing materials,
a demonstration of fence
building techniques and a
demonstration of suggested
field layouts.
Branding will be demon-
strated as one method of
establishing ownership of
cattle and discouraging
rustling. Cattle will be
branded at the field day, using
hot irons and freeze brands.
Specialist will discuss details
involved with registering
brands.
To acquaint producers with
proposed changes in feeder
cattle grades, calves
representing each of the
proposed grades will be on
display. The changes are




If family meals are becom-
ing more and more routine as
winter wears on, look to lamb
for a welcome change of pace.
There is a variety of lamb
cuts that won't strain the food
budget, points out the Na-
.tional Live Stock and -Meat
Board. I Pss costly choices in-
clude shoulder roasts, arm
and blade shoulder chops,
shanks and lamb for stew.
Ground lamb is another
budget balancer that's sure to
brighten lagging appetites
when served as broiled patties
with a currant-orange sauce.
Glazed Lamb Patties
11/2 pounds ground lamb





1/4 cup currant jelly
-- -1/2 teaspoon grated
orange rind
Combine lamb, bread
crumbs, milk, egg, salt and
marjoram. Shape into 6 pat-
ties about 1/2 inch thick. Place
patties on rack of broiler pan
so top of patties is 3 to 4
inches from heat. Broil patties
for 5 to 6 minutes. Turn and
broil 4 minutes or to doneness
desired. Heat jelly slowly un-
til melted, stir in orange rind
and brush over tops of lamb
patties to glaze. 6 servings.
Service of the USDA.
Researchers will report
results of tests conducted the
past two years on the farm
with pastures treated with
Mefluidide which chemically
inhibits some plant processes
associated with forage
maturity. BreDahl said that
the nutritional value of forage
normally decreases as plants
become mature, and the
research is designed to find
out whether treating pastures
with Mefluidide to maintain
grass in an immature con-
dition will improve gains of
yearling steers.
Approximately 85 bull
calves will be delivered to the
Eden Shale Farm a few days
before the field day to go on
test at the Kentucky Central
Bull Testing Station. Field day
visitors will be able to see how
the bulls are processed for the
feedlot performance test.
A free beef barbecue will be
served and there will be a
drawing for door prizes.
Plan it your way
...with a PCA operating loan.
Go ahead and make your plans
for farm and family And if those
plans call for a loan, large or
small. come to PCA Your
Production Credit Associa-
tion is a financial co-
operative that specializes in
providing loans at competitive
rates to agricultural producers
PCA, leaders in farm financing.
has the flexibility to tailor loan terms
and repayment to fit your parti-
cular plan We hear you talk-
ing We understand Were
committed to helping you
achieve your goals And
with your sound program
and our money, you can plan
it your way
Jackson Purchase PCA









It's Action Time '79 at our dealership. That
means it's easier than ever for you to own
the tractor you need.
You'll get diesel power and economy in
MF 16-81 PTO horsepower-tractors. You'll
hold fuel costs to a minimum, get the lug-
ging power you need around the farmyard,
small or large acreages, and at construction
sites.
We've been given a factory settlement
allowance of from $250 to $400, depending
on the model, which means extra savings
for you. September 28, /979
•
,
Plus, we're trying to earn our own sales
bonus, so we'll be dealing even harder than
usual. You get savings' on top of savings.'
If you're in the market for a tractor, this








Industrial Road  Implement Co. 753_1319
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Kentucky's Hay Crop Reaping
Benefits Of Recent Rains
That Damaged Burley Tobacco
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
Kentucky's hay crop is
reaping the benefits of recent
heavy rains — the same rains
that caused damages
estimated in the millions of
dollars to burley tobacco.
And while hay can't ap-
proach tobacco as a source of
revenue for the state's far-
mers, it is an essential
commodity for hungry
livestock during the winter
months.
The hay crop is good this
31) -
year: the problem is getting it
out of the fields under the
almost-constant threat of
another shower.
"The rain on the growth of
hay that we've had over most
of Kentucky early made it a
right good crop," said state
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris.
"We do have a good growth
on it at the present time.
However, it's a difficult
time.. to try to make hay
without running into rain. A
lot of people are very far
behind with hay making as a
LARGE CANTALOUPE George Vemot, Route 3,
Murray, displays the 10' -pound cantaloupe he grew in
his garden. Vernot said the cantaloupe was the largest he
had ever grown and was not a hybrid.
• Quality is related to price,
but a high price doesn't
always mean best quality, nor
does a low price always mean
low quality. An item's cost is
often more directly 'elated to
luxury features, such as fur
trim, say . Extension clothing
specialists with yK's College
of Agriculture.
result of all the rain," Harris
said.
Because of the delay, some
of the hay has "gotten big and
some has blown over causing
damage in the field," Harris
added.
Other hay crops, already cut
when the rain began, have
become rank and overripe
while lying in the fields, ac-
cording to Will Sherman of the
Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service.
"What we need at this
moment ( for all cropsyis for
this humid and rainy )
weather to blow out of here
and to get some weather
conducive to good hay
. curing," Harris said.
The last few days have
provided fairly good har-
vesting weather. Sherman
said, and Kentucky should
have plenty of hay this year,
even though the quality of
some of it may be sub-
standard.
The state Department of
Agriculture published a hay
directory during the bad
winters of recent yeats to link
farmers who needed hay with
those who had some to sell.
But that might not be
necessary this year, depen-
ding,. of course, on the
weather, Harris said.
-The hay directory was
most effective during the two
real bad winters that we had,"
Harris said. But last year,
when the winter winds were a
bit more kind, the demand
slipped.
"We had more people that
wanted to sell hay and very
few people were buying,"
Harris. said.
That situation may have
been prompted by the lessons
learned in earalier years.
'Most people made all the hay
they could after two tough
winters, just like they're doing
this year," Harris said.
With few inquiries from
buyers or sellers, "we're
having very little action on the
hay directory," .Harris said,
adding weather conditions
between now and winter will




R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
has presented grants totaling















If you have considered the purchase of a log
home... Now is the time to Act.
Save thousands of dollars on a log
home kit. We have five different log
sizes and shapes. both round and
tongue & groove.
Solid Today For Fres Catalog
orcull










College of Agriculture for
tobacco production research
and a grower education
program.
The presentation to Charles
E. Barnhart, dean of the
College of Agriculture, took
place Aug: 13 in the Tobacco
Awards Building during the
Kentucky State Fair.
A check for $35,675 was
presented to Barnhart by A.
R. Miti_hem, agriculture
-research coordinator for R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Projects this money will be
used to support include the
study of natural air curing of
machine-harvested burley
leaves, genetics and breeding
for disease resistance, in-
cluding black shank, and the
soil envitnment for tobacco
plants.
The funds also will be used
to study an integrated har-
vesting and handling system
for burley tobacco.
A -Pride in Tobacco" grant
for $4,000 also etas presented
to Barnhart by John Cousart,
a senior public relations
representative for R. J.
Reynolds. The grant will be
used for grower education on
the experimental marketing
of loose-leaf burley in bales.
Commenting on the grants,
Barnhart said, "For a quarter
of a century, R.J. Reynolds
has supported research
programs in the UK College of
Agriculture. These annual
contributions enable the
college to carry on important
research on behalf of Ken-
tucky farmers as well as
burley tobacco growers in
other states."
The dean noted that this
year's grants are tbe largest
ever awarded the college by
R. J. Reynolds. "This
evidence of R. J. Reynold's
continued and heightened
interest in UK's' tobacco
research is most en-
couraging," he said.
Since 1962, R. J. Reynolds'
grants to UK for tobacco
production research have
totaled $296,425. Total grants
to universities during this
period approach $2 miltion.
The Nationwide Supermarket of Soundk
SUPER
STEREO
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By the Associated Press
BROOKLINE, Mass. — Top-
seeded Jose Higueras of Spain
and giant-killer Hans
Gildemeister, a former junior
champ in Chile reaching for
his first big pot of gold, meet
tonight for the 52nd U.S. Pro
Tennis Championship at
Longwood.
Higueras, moving up in the
world's pro ranks although
winner of only one tournament
this year, settled down after
an erratic start and advanced.
to the final round Sunday with
a 6-4, 6-2 victory over seventh-
seeded Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia.
TENNIS
Then, a few hours later,
Gildemeister pulled a
shocking upset, ending
Manuel Orantes' bid for a
third straight U.S. Pro title
here with a 6-4, 6-4 night
victory over the 30-year-old
Spanish ace.
"I do not feel much
pressure," the 26-year-old
Higueras said. "I think I can
win the tournament. I've
beaten Gildemeister a couple
of times. He hits very hard,
especially when the ball
comes up."




"I beat him Higueras ) a
couple of years ago," said
Gildemeister, a member of a
prominent 'tennis-playing
family in Chile. "I know I can
beat any player in the world
on any day I play well. I feel
I'm not too far away from the
top 10 or top 20. It only takes a
couple of championships to
move up."
Gildemeister, seeded 10th,
said his charge into the
championship round of the
eight-day tournament, worth
$24.50 to the winner, has been
GS-1000L
• Mag Type Wheels
• Extended Forks
• Pull-Back Handlebars
• Sleek Tear-Drop Styled
Tank
• Plush Step Saddle
the best of his career.
However, he ranked the
victory over Orantes second to
his Davis Cup triumph over
Guillermo Visas of Argentina
last year "my biggest."
"Everybody would like to
win three titles in a row, but
somebody has to lose,"
Orantes said after failing to
join Rod Laver and Bjorn
Borg as the only champions
three years in a row since
Longwood adopted the U.S.
Pro in 1964.
"Hans played well and I
didn't," Orantes said. "You
have to be tough and play well
in every match. He played
much better and put on a lot of
pressure. I let him play his
game."
Seventh-seeded Heinz
Gunthardt of Switzerland and
Pavel Slozil orCzechoslovakia
will meet unseeded
Australians Syd Ball and Kim
Warwick for the doubles
championship tonight after
the singles championship.
MAHWAH, N.J. — Chris
Evert Lloyd staged a
comeback for a 6-7, 6-4, 6-1
victory over Tracy Austin in
the finals of the $75,000
Women's Tennis Cup at
Ramapo College.
NEWPORT, R.I. — Top-
seeded Ken Rosewall of
Australia beat Tom Oklcer of
Holland 7-6, 6-4 to capture the
title in the $77,000 Tennis
Legends Classic at Newport
Casino.
Sports
Things Are Looking Up For The Racers WU' Photo
Shane Beamer, the two-year-old son of Murray State assistant coach Frank Beamer, seem-
ed amazed at the size of 6-6. 390-pound Vernon Broadnax during Murray State's recent pic-
ture day. The Racers open their season Saturday at Southeast Missouri.
Stylish Victory
Seaver Ups Mark To 13-5 By Four-Hitting New York
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports,Writer
For a pitcher, Tom Seaver
has all the classic moves —
the smooth windup, high kick
• Chopped Megaphone Pipes
• Quick 4-Stroke DOHC
Engine
• 5-Way Adjustable Load
Setting Rear Shocks








and strong, clean follow-
through.
And what he mainly relies
on is classic, too: curve ball
and fastball. Nothing fancy.
Just simple, old-fashioned
stuff, but he usually puts it in
the right place at the right
time.
The basics have always
been at the heart of Seaver's
success, and they were
working at their basic best
Sunday when Cincinnati's
stylish right-hander stopped
the New York Mets 8-0 with a
neat four-hitter.
"I threw carves on the first
two pitches," said Seaver
after winning his 11th straight
game, "because I wanted to
establish that I could use it. I
had a good curve in the
bullpen but sometimes you
lose it when you get on the
mound."
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Seaver also was pleased
with his fastball, especially in
the later innings. He struck
out five in the game, raising
his career total to 2,861 but he
got two in the sixth inning,
both on fast balls.
"I've been throwing very
well lately and I've had a good
fastball late in the game.
Those tWo strikeouts came
late and that's unusual for me
now. That proves to me that I
was throwing well."
In other National League
games, Houston trimmed
Philiidelphia 4-1; Pittsburgh
routed Saa Diego 9-2; Chicago
defeated San Francisco 4-1
and Los Angeles whipped St.
Louis 4-1. A twi-night
doubleheader between Atlanta
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8,
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.




and Montreal was postponed
by rain.
Seaver, 13-5, didn't allow a
walk while pitching his eighth
complete game the year. Pete
Falcone, 5-10, matched Seaver
for six shutout innings before
Cincinnati scored twice in the
seventh on RBI singles by
Dave Collins and Dave Con-
cepcion.
Astros 4, Phillies 1 —
Houston first baseman Cesar
Cedeno smashed five hits and
sparked a two-run eighth-
inning rally with a triple to
lead Houston Over
Philadelphia. The triumph
enabled the Astros to hold
their half-game lead over the
Reds in the National League
West.
Pirates 9, Padres 2 — Pit-
cher Bruce Kison socked a
grand slam home run and Bill
Madlock smashed four hits,
including a two-run homer, as
Pittsburgh defeated San
Diego.
Kison, 9-7, capped a five-run
Pirate second inning with his
first career grand slam. It was
the third career home run for
the Pittsburgh right-hander
Etc.
Madlock drilled his 13th
homer of the year in the third
inning, a two-run shot that
chased loser Bob Shirley, 6-13.
Cubs 4, Giants 1 — Dennis
Lamp and Bruce Sutter
collaborated on a six-hitter as
Chicago defeated San
Francisco. Lamp, 9-7, pitched
the first 61-3 innings, allowing
five hits and striking out five.
Sutter then came in and
registered his 33rd save —
four shy of the National
League record.
Larry Biittner's sacrifice fly
in the third inning provided
the Cubs with their winning
run off John Montefusco, 3-5.
Dodgers 4, Cardinals 1 —
Steve Garvey slugged a
homer, doubled and singled
and drove in two runs to lead
Los Angeles over St. Louis.
Rick Sutcliffe, 12-9, scattered
eight St. Louis hits before
needing ninth-inning relief
help from Robert Castillo, who
gained his fourth save.
The Cards' Lou - Brock
moved into 12th place on the
all-time hit list with his 3,008th
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A Wise-Kroc
Padres Owner Insists Hamburgers
Hold More Future Than Baseball
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Once again, we have
learned the basic truth in the
axiom first offered a few
years ago by Marvin Miller,
high guru of major league
baseball players.
It was Miller who warned
that baseball owners should be
less concerned with the
contractual demands of their
employees than they are with
each other. "The owners,"
explained the guru, "must be
protected from themselves."
In the wake of the Ray Kroc
affair, you would have to say
there was a lot of wisdom in
that observation.
Kroc, the hamburger king,
has announced his withdrawal
from baseball, saying the
game has brought him nothing
but aggravation. Some fans of
his San Diego Padres, of
course, feel precisely the
same way about that ball club.
Shortly after setting out on a
ope-man crusade against
inflation by reducing the price
of his burgers by a nickel or so
apiece nationwide, Kroc was
forced to reach into his cash
register for a cool $100,000 fine
inflicted by Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
That's gratitude for you.
Kroc, whose $500 million
fortune makes $100,000 seem
like tip money, responded by:
telling baseball it could "go to
hell," ancl, by turning
operation of his ball club over
to his son-in-law, Ballard
Smith, whose qualifications
for the job include a stretch as
prosecuting attorney in
Meadville, Pa.
And before retreating, Kroc
offered the observation that
"There's more future in
hamburgers than baseball."
Now if the public suggestion
that. he would go after Graig
Nettles and Joe Morgan in the
free-agent marketplace this
winter was worth $100,000 fine,
how much do you suppose
those last two remarks ought
to cost?
There was some surpise
when Kuhn came down as
hard as he did on the ham-
burger man but the size of the
fine merely emphasizes that
the commissioner means to
deal harshly with loose-lipped
owners who go around
sounding off publicly.
Remember when Com-
modore Ted Turner pulled the
same routine before the first
re-entry draft in 1976? Kuhn
fined him $10,000 and
suspended him for one year.
Why the huge jump in the
penalty for Kroc's in-
discretion?
Well, there were some
significant differences in the
two events. For one thing, the
commodore sounded off at a
World Series party — a more-
or-less private affair for
baseball's family.
In fact, Turner did it on a
buffet line, tweaking San
Francisco owner Bob Lurie
that he would sign Gary
Matthews away from the
Giants, no matter what..
Kroc popped off publicly in
an interview he knew would be
published. He had to know,
too, based on the Turner af-
fair, that Kuhn would be
listening.
Rams Complete Exhibition
Season At 4-0; Giants Fall
By JOE RESNICK
AP Sports Writer
With the dress rehearsals
over and the curtain going up
on another National Football
League season next Saturday
night in Tampa Bay, the Los
Angeles Rams, Buffalo Bills
and the New York Giants are
in midseason form.
"We are ready for the
season,- proclaimed quar-
terback Pat Haden, who ended
his preseason with 11 com-
pletions in 22 attempts for 149
yards and a touchdown as the
Rams ended their 4-0
exhibition schedule with a 23-7
victory over the San Diego
Chargers Saturday night.
Los Angeles, trying for its
seventh consecutive National
Conference title, lost defen-
sive tackle Cody Jones for the




prematurely due to torn knee
ligaments.
NFL Roundup
"The hitting was hard, but
the injuries are also a sign of it
being he last exhibition
game," said Charger quar-
terback Dan Fouts, who ad-
ded: "I think we're ready.
Naturally though, we're not
happy with the injuries."
Injured pride is the Giants'
malady. They scored just 12
points in their final three
By the Associated Press
Spectacular Bid Ends Layoff,
Romps To 17-Length Victory
STANTON, Del. — Spec-
tacular Bid is back and his
new "Shoe" seems to fit
perfectly.
The Kentucky Derby and
Preakness Stakes winner
ended a nearly three-month
absence from the racing scene
Sunday, romping to a 17
length victory in an 818.000
allowance test at Delaware
Park.
And there was one word to
describe Bid's return to racing
— spectacular. a •
Bid's return wasn't the
whole story, only half.
Vetetan jockey Willie
Shoemaker, Spectacular Bid's
new rider, was the other half
Bid, the 3-year-old son of
Bold Bidder, had not raced
since his Triple Crown hopes
were dashed by a con-
troversial third-place finish in
the Belmont Stakes on June 9.
On the morning of that race,
Spectacular Bid injured his
hoof when he stepped on an
open safety pin in his stall, an
injury that some feel
prevented the colt from
wining the Triple Crown.
But there were no signs of
the injury Sunday as Spec-
tacular Bid, who carried 122
pounds, covered the 11-16-mile
test in a track record time of
1:413-5. Bid's performance
broke a record set at the
Delaware track 19 years ago
and equaled twice since then.
U.S. Men Triumph
MONTREAL — The United
States, with 119 points cap-
tured the men's championship
while East Germany, with 105
points, took the women's talc
in the World Cup Games.
The Americans were led by
Renaldo Nehemiah who won
the 110-meter hurdles and by
Larry Myricks, who got off the
second longest long jump in
history —27 feet, 1142 inches.
Falls Cities Tennis
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Scott
Smith, a teaching pro from
Lexington, defeated David
Beckman of Louisville 6-1,,6-4
for the Falls Cities Open
tennis title here Sunday.
Youth Baseball
NOGALES, Ariz. — Bill
Gavin scattered seven hits to
lead Detroit to a 6-5 victory'
over Honolulu, Hawaii and the
Babe Ruth 13-15 World Series
baseb8.; championship.
preseason games — all
without a touchdown.
The latest insult was a 14-6
loss to the New York Jets
Saturday night.
"This is still the exhibition
season and it doesn't mean a
thing," center Jim Clack-said.
-I'm not going to start
worrying. We've got 16 games.
Everyone is now 0-0."
"We're ready," said Pro
Bowl linebacker Harry
Carson, speaking strictly for
the Giants' defense, which
coughed up just 31 points in
the four preseason games.
The opening kickoff
Saturday night set the tone for
the Giants, when Ernie Pough
fumbled at the 17-yard line,
setting up a 10-yard touch-
down pass tee Scott Dierking
from Matt Robinson, who
started for the first time since
Coach Walt Michaels awarded
him No.1 status over Richard
Todd.
Joe Danelo supplied all the
Giants offense with field goals
of 51 and 55 yards.
The Bills, like the Atlanta
Falcons, finished the
preseason without a win,
losing 48-21 Saturday night to
the Oakland Raiders, who got
a pair of touchdowns passes
from Ken Stabler to Ray
Chester.
"We're not ready to start
the season the way we played
tonight," said Buffalo Coach
Chuck Knox. "It looked like
they hadn't been coached at
all."
In other games` Saturday,.
St. Louis edged Chicago 10-7,
Tampa Bay tamed Cincinnati
24-13, Green Bay outlasted
Atlanta 45-35 and Dallas
nipped Pittsburgh 16-14.
On Friday, Miami com-
pleted its perfect preseason
log with a 14-13 win over
Philadelphia, Cleveland
defeated Washington 21-9,
Baltimore beat Detroit 17-7,
New Orledans edged Houston
10-7, Denver beat New
England 20-17 in overtime.
Captain D's
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Watson Edges Miller For Fame
Classic; Daniel Declared Champ
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. - Tom
Watson had the title again in
the Hall of Fame Golf Classic,
secured in a sudden death
playoff against Johnny Miller.
And he also had a crisp, two-
word evaluation of the titan
he'd beaten in one of the most
dramatic tournaments of the
year:
"He's back," Watson said.
There seemed little question
about it. Johnny Miller is,
indeed, back.
He didn't say so himself. But
his play through the towering
pines that line the fairways on
this famed course in the
Carolina sandhill country left
little doubt about it. The man
who has suffered - with
considerable grace and no
complaints - through one of
the most mysterious and
perplexing slumps in golf
history, came very close to
ending a three-year non-
winning string.
And it took the game's most
productive performer to beat
him.
"Somebody has to lose these
things," Miller said Sunday
after a bogey on the second
hole of a sudden death playoff
had deprived him of the
victory that would have been,
quite possibly, the most im-
portant of his strange career.
"And Tom's a pretty tough
guy."
. He's the toughest man in the
game at this point. The vic-
tory, which came as a suc-
cessful defense of the title he
won tst year, was his fifth of
the year and virtually assured
Watson of a third consecutive
Player of the Year title.
The $45,000 first prize
pushed his already-record
winnings for the year to a
dizzying $447,636 and put him
within sight of an incredible
one-half million dollars in
earnings for a single season.
And it extended his habit of
scoring multiple victories in
the tournaments he likes the
best. He now has won twice in
the Bing Crosby, the Western,
the British Open and the Hall
of Fame, and three tunes in
the Byron Nelson.
"I love to play on this golf
course," he said of No.2 at
Pinehurst, "and I hope to be
back for many, many years. I
have been assured that the
tournament will be held again
next year."
He dittn't elaborate, but
there had been doubts about it
because the tournament has
lost its sponsor, Colgate, and it
lost its August dates. They've
already been assigned.
The event is not on the
schedule that has been an-
nounced for the first eight
months of 1980 and there was
considerable doubt that it
would be played again.
Daniel Wins LPGA
MAPLEWOOD, Minn. -
Beth Daniel was waiting in the
locker room with the other
golfers when the news came
that she had been declared the
winner of the rain-shortened
Patty Berg Golf Classic
Sunday.
"I don't feel any less a
champion," said the 22-year
old rookie. -I was confident
that I was going to win
anyway."
Daniel led the $100,000
LPGA event at Keller Golf
Course after each of the first
three rounds. She was 11
under par and held a 4-stroke
lead over Hollis Stacy en-
tering Sunday's final round.
But when heavy rain
washed out the final day, and
the forecast was for rain again
today, tournament officials
decided to trim the 72-hole
tourney to 54 holes.
Daniel's total of 208 earned
her a $15,000 first-place check
and her first pro victory. She
also became the first rookie to
win a tournament in 1979.
"It feels strange to win this
way, but I'll take the first win
any way I can get it." she said.
"It felt weird to have the
victory announced like that,
rather than going out and
winning on the course. I
couldn't jump into anybody's
arms."
Daniel, who joined the tour
after qualifying at the LPGA 's
winter school, turned in scores
of 68, 69 and 71.
'it's a great burden off my
back," said the tall, lanky
blonde of her first victory.
.'Now that it's out of the way, I




The Race? Club will hold its
regular weekly meeting today
at 6 p.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade. The meeting will be
highlighted by Murray State
coach Mike Gottfried's in-





Association will hold a 7 p.m.
meeting Tuesday at the
Triangle Inn to discuss the
upcoming season an official
announced today.
All coaches and prospective
coaches are invited to attend.
The league will feature
comilttition for boys in grades






and Kansas City Royals begin
an important three-game
series in Kansas City tonight
but their thoughts are likely to
be elsewhere.
Like in Minnesota and
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Royals Watching Others Closely
Baltimore Orioles and
California Angels will be
playing the Twins and Tigers,
respectively.
For the first time since June
6, a team other than the
Boston Red Sox is on the heels
of Baltimore in the AL East.
Milwaukee climbed into
secontl place, one game ahead
of Boston, by downing the
Texas Rangers 6-2 Sunday
while the Red Sox were
bowing to the Royals 6-3.
Nevertheless, the Brewers
dropped one-half game to
Baltimore - they trail by 6 -
games - when Baltimore
swept a double-header from
the Chicago White Sox 12-7 and
4-3 in 13 innings.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The Roy als are still in third
place in the AL West but are
only one percentage point
behind Minnesota - the
Twins' game with the New
York Yankees was rained out
- and just 2i-2 in back of the
Angels, who lost to the Toronto
Blue Jays 9-3. Elsewhere, the
Detroit Tigers won a double-
headely- from the Seattle
Marirfers 4-3 in 10 innings and
9-8 while the Cleveland
Indians defeated the Oakland
A's 7-5.
Two-run homers by Gorman
Thomas and Cecil Cooper
powered the red-hot Brewers
over Texas behind the eight-
hit pitching of Billy Travers. It
was Milwaukee's third victory
in a row and 13th in the last 15
games. Thomas hit his 33rd
homer in the first inning and
Cooper belted his 20th in the
fifth, both times following
singles by Sal Bando.
Royals fr-, Red Sox 3—Willie
Wilson continued his torrid
pace against Boston with four
hits, -one RBI, two runs and
two stolen bases as the Royals
completed a sweep of the
three-game series. Wilson.
who had a game-winning
inside-the-park homer
Saturday, singled and scored
in the third inning, rapped a
run-scoring single in the
fourth to give Kansas City a 3-
2 lead and tripled and scored
in the sixth. The speedy left
fielder, who also singled in the
eighth, is batting .514 against
Boston with 19 hits in 37 at-
bats.
Orioles 12-4, White Sox 7-3 -
Gary Roenicke's leadoff home
run in the 13th inning gave the
Orioles their sweep Doug
DeCinces' grand slain, one of
four Baltimore homers,
helped the Orioles take the
opener as Mike Flanagan
became the AL's first 18-game
winner. Roenicke's homer
was the first one allowed by.
Ed Farmer since ping the
White Sox June 15, Ken
Singleton, Rich Dauer and
Eddie Murray also homered
for Baltimore in the opener.
The day was .dampened,
however, ,when Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver was
slapped with a three-day
suspension by league
President Lee ,MacPhall after
filing two protests in the
opener. The first was on
behalf of the players, who
claimed the outfield was not in
playable condition.
  World Cup Games, Like
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By the Associated Press
MONTREAL - World Cup
Ills a celebration of track and
field, a reaffirmation of the
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:10 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular businessNliffice hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days
true international spirit of
sport, a glorious three days of
combat where the victors gain
medals and the losers leave
with the pride of competing.
But, like the 1976 Summer
Olympics, held in this same
Olympic Stadium in Montreal,
World Cup II had its share of
problems.
The stadium still lacks the
roof originally planned for it.
And an inquiry into the
enormous costs 'overrun
continues.
Attendance at World Cup Ii
was a disappointment for
most of the athletes and city
officials, despite official
reassurances that the crowds
were what was expected. In
addition, the meet itself nanin
under attack.
"It's not a bad place hut its
not a track and field
stadium," said Wolfgang Sch-
midt of East Germany, winner
of the men's discus. The
throwing area was raised and
we are used to throwing from
an area that is on the same









Sports At A Glance
- Major League Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
• L. Pet GB
75 53' 50
O 31 516 3
69 57 50
67 44.1 WS 7%
C 64 301 104




Los Angeles 0 41
San F rancuiro 59 71
San Diego 36 71
Atlanta 30 78
Satioday's Games
Cincinnati 8, New York 4
San Francisco 5, Chicago 2
Houston 3, Philadelphia 1
*introit at Atlanta, ppd.. rain
St 1 Jun S. Los Angeles 4
Pittsburgh 4. San Diego 3, 19 uuwigs
Svoiley's Games
Cincinnati 8, New York 0
ion Angeles 4, St Low 1
Pittsburgh 9, San [heavy,
Chicago 4. San Franciaiio 1
Houston 4 Philadelphia 1
Montreal at Atlanta 2, mid ram
Moselay 's Games
Atlanta ; Brosolaire 6-84 at New York
Kobel 5-7 1, preceded by completion of
suspended game of June 17, in
Houston LaCortre 1-2) at Montreal Ro-
gers 11411,,ini
Cincinnati ilaCcas 14.61 at Rule/kip/Us
Chnstenson 441. lot
Chicago ;Krukow 941 at San [Sego
(Chirciwiko 41), ni




Houston at Montreml. ni
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, is
New York at Atlanta. ni
Chicago at San Diego, in)
Pittsburgh at Las Angeles. is











PINEHURST, N C API - Final scores
and money-winnings Sunday in the
$130.000 Hall of Fame Golf Classic on the
7,600-card. par-71 No 2 course at the
Pinehurst Country Club re-denotes
&ma teur e-won sudden death playoff
I-Tom Watson, $40,000
764649-49-272 Johnny Miner mew
043-70-70-272 Keith Fergus. $17,00
66-6647-71-374 Danny Edwards. 111,0
C41140-71-370 Andy North. $10.00111
69-7r/47-70--276 Bill Rogers. $1,000
74-664946-271 Bob Zender. $6,063
-3-7149416-279 Mike Brannan, $16063
C413-74-70--279 Lyn Lott. $1,750
71-70-7241-3110 Kermit Zarley, $1,730




halturkure 63 43 469
Milwaukee 79 52 SU
Boston 74 31 Me
New Vol 66 57 541
Detroit 69 61 531
Cleveland ite 64 34/1
Toronto 41 da 318
wESI
Caltforni• 71 W 346
Mumma& 67 60 531
Kansas City dB 61 .627
Texas C 68 477
Chicago 36 73 411
Seattle 33 76 439
Oakland 41 10 313
Saturday's Games
California 24, Toronto 2
Seattle 8. Detroit 4
KAMA'S City 1, Boston 0
Baltimore at Chicago 3. ppd Lusple-
yabie grounds
Cleveland 3, Oakland 3
Minnesota 4, New York 1
Milwaukee 5, Texas 2
Soaday's Gimes
Baltimore 13-4, Chicago 7-3. 2nd game
13 outings
Detroit 4-9 Seattle 14. lat game 10 in-
nings
Toronto 9. Californm 3
Cleveland 7, Oakland 4
Kansas City 6. Boston 3
Milwaukee 6, Texas







Oakland 1McCatty 8-8; at Toronto; Huffman 5-141
Baltimore iD Martino 14-10 and Palm-er 7-11 at Minnesota ;Gong 114 and Hart-tell 6-71, 2, (la
Seattle ;Honeycutt 94) at Cleveland;Paxton 7-7 or Spitler 841. in
California ;Barr 8-191 at Dation ( Bd.Unaham 84). in
Boston Tudor 04 or Stanley 1241 atChicago I Kraver 11-111. in
Milwaukee ; Samosess 14421 at KansasCity r Gale tat





Dennis Law, wide recover, on the retired
NEW YORK GIANTS-Announced
resignation of Dick Smoak, offensive
line coach Appointed Bill Austin. assistant
coac
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Jim Otis,
running beck, retired
DETROIT L1ONS-Signed Scott Hunter,




BATTING 350 at bats,- Lynn. Baton.
344, Downing, Caldurnia, 333. Garet*,
Katona City, 131. Kemp, Detroit .321.
Mice. Basta 326
RUNS Lynn, Elusion 96 Baylor.
califorta, 111. Glirett, Kansa ity. 97.
Rice, Boston, 94 RJones, Seattle, 91
RBI Baylor, California, Ile. Lynn.
Busta 107 Aker, Boston, 102, Singletan
Baltimore, IS, Thomas, Milwaukee 97
HITS- </Brett, Kansas City, 1,4. Rice.
Boston, 163, ilBell, Tema, 10, Lansford.
California. 155, Lynn, Boston, 133
DOUBLES-Cooper, Milwaukee, NV
GBrett. Kansas City, M. BElell, Texas. 31,
Lynn, Boston. 34. Lemon. Chicago. 14.
TRIPLES- </Brett. Kamm City, 16.
Molitor, Milwaukee, 13. Wilson, Kansas
City, 12. Randolph. New York, 10, Porter
Kansas City, 10
HOME RUNS-Lynn, Boston, 36, Rice.
Boston, 33; Thomas, Milwaukee, 33.
Singleton, Baltimore, 33, Baylor,
California, 30
STOLEN BASES-Lenore, Detroit. 63,
Wilson, Kansas City, II, JCrux, Seattle.
36. Bonds, Cleveland."). Wills, Texas, 29
NATIONAL LEAGL E
BATTING iMI) at bats)--KHrnandi. 91
Louts, 164, Templeton, M. Lana, DI
Garvey, Loa Angeles. 114, Matthews.
Atlanta. 318, Horner, Atlanta, 317
RIJNS-Lopes, la Angeles. 16,
sands, St Louts, 94 Schmidt
Philadelphia. IS, Moreno, Pittsburgh, II.
Parkes. Pittsburgh. 0
AEU -Kingman, Chicago. 96, Winfield.
San Diego. 9.3 Schmidt, Philadelphia, SO,
KHrnandx, St Lows 0, Clark, San
Francisco,66
HITS - Templeton, St Louis, 173;
KtIrriendx, Sr Louie. 1111, Garvey, Los
Angeles, 11111, Matthews, Atlanta, NI:
Moreno, Pittsburgh, 136
DOUBLES- -KHrrianda, St Louis, 19;
Youngblod. New York. 37, Rose,
Philadelphia, 35, Parker, Pittsburgh, 31,
Crornarue. Montreal, 34
TRIPLES - Templeton, St. Louis, 14;
McBride, Philadelphia. 14, Moreno,
Pittsburgh, 10: TScott, M. Louis, 10;
Dawson. Montreal. 11: CReynolds,
Houston, 9, Winfield, San Diego, 9
HOME RUNS Kingman, Chicago. 41,
Sciunidt, Pluladelphui, 39, Wudield, San
Diego, 77, Clark, San Francisco, 31.
Horner, Atlanta. 33, Matthews, Atlanta,
33 lupes. la Angeles. 25
Despite Victory, Jones
Can't Be World Champ
By the Associated Press
ZANDVOORT, Netherlands
- The thrill of a third straight
Grand Prix victory was
soured for Alan Jones by the
knowledge he cannot become
world champion.
An experimental point
system this year takes ac-
count of only the four best
results in each half of the 15-
race season. The halves
consist of the first seven, then
the second eight races.
The now-dominant Williams
team has only come to the fore
since the ninth race in Britain,
where Swiss Clay Regazzoni
scored the first of the team's
four wins. •
Jones' best finish in the first
half was a third in the U.S.
Grand Prix West at Long
Beach. Calif.
"The system was supposed
to increase the tension, to stop
a driver getting an unbeatable
lead by, say, the Italian race,"
said Jones, referring to the
next event Sept 8. "Now I'm
overhauling the leaders. I
could win the last three races
of the year - six wins in all,
and still not be champion. Its
crazy and heartbreaking."
Jones' win at the Dutch
Grand Prix was the hardest of
his three so far. Canadian
Gilles Villeneuve in a ferrari
swept past him to take the
lead in the early laps, when









Auto Service Backed By
The Goodyear Promise
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE
WARRANTY NATIONWIDE.'
1 -MONTH GAS SAVER
TUNE-UP!  
Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups
To Save You Gas All Year Long
Here's How it Works
Under this special service policy Goodyear will
tune your car electronically, following the 7-point
check list shown here. Anytime within one year
of your tune-up, take your invoice and free engine
analysis certificate back to the store that per-
formed the tune-up, and Goodyear will provide
an electronic analysis free of charge. (Up to 3
separate analyses are provided free during the
year.) If any of these check-ups indicate the need
for any adjustment or part replacement (that were
part of the original tune-up), Goodyear will make
the adjustment or replacemert free of charge.
What could be fairer than thatl
OFFER ENDS AUG. 311
7-POINT TUNE-UP
" Standard Ignition $41188
• Check chargtng and Starting R 4 CYLINDER





vs, 6 CYLINDER• Install new rCItor
• 'natal' new spark plugs
• Set dwell and timing to
recommended specs 41)88 CYLINDER• Lubricate and check choke
Subtract 1.4 for carsachust as required
• Adjust carburetor with electronic ignition
•Electronic hgnition Points and condenser are
not required Air gap it set wnere required
TIEMPO RADIAL SALE




Si 59 UT, no
trade needed
• Steel belted radial tires
SIZES FOR IMPORT CARS
Phis FITMetric Sire SALE 'tensileSteelman MICE needed
P155/80P13 $3675 51 59
P165/75R13 $4200 SI 85
9165/80R14 $4400 $172
P165/80R15 $45.00 S209
• Eliminates winter tire
changeover
Sale Ends Saturday Night
Just Say 'charge It
GOOdyear
WIC11jClRernivirlyis count
1e any of tnese 7 other ways to buy Our
in Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
. v,ss • American Express Card • Carte
Manche • Diners Club • Cash
SIZES FOR U.S. CARS
Metric flu 3AlE Plus FIT









































P205/75R1 4 FR78-14 $252
P215/75R14 GR78-14 S262
P225/75R14 MR78-ii $230





• NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted
for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles.
whichever comes first-many ser-
vices, much longer. 11 warranty
service is ever required, go to the
Goodyear Service Store where
the original work was performed
and well fix it, free If. however
you're pore than 50 miles from
the original store, go to any of
Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores
nationwide.
Store llonegor Itobort 1. Itodelph, Jr.
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CHECKING IT OUT — Murray-Calloway County Parks director Gary Hohman, left, workmen with
M.C. Ruggles House Moving Contractors, and electrical and telephone linemen check underneath a
section of the old L &'N Railroad depot before it was moved from Railroad Avenue to the park Friday
in a seven-hour journey.
From The Rails...
LIGHT REMOVAL — A state transportation department worker takes
down the caution light at Fourth and Chestnut Streets prior to the depot
passing through the intersection. A three-hour delay was encountered
at this crossing because telephone lines were four feet too low for the
depot to pass under,
HOME AT LAST — Hohman and moving cpmpany workmen look over the depot after its arrival at the
park after dark Friday. Threatening skies col/Mined with rush-hour traffic and telephone line problems
to delay the trek. The depot ssll be located at the north end of the park near the swimming pool area.
ONE DOWN, TWO TO GO — Two other sections of the depot will be moved to the park this
week following the relocation of the first section Friday. The depot is shown before the large
open area, far right, was moved. The depot will house a park office, headquarters for the Com-
munity Theatre, and an indoor area for theatre productions.
MOVING ONES — A telephone lineman helps the moving company workmen move telephone
and electrical out of the way so the depot can make its way from East Main Street to In-
dustrial Road.
Photos By Debbie N. Lee
11 akooklii 1411
DEPOT CROSSING TRACKS! — An onlooker remarked that this may well have been the first
time a railroad depot had crossed the tracks. Another interesting occurence happened when
the depot stopped on top of a bridge on Industrial Road creating the illusion of a covered
bridge.
PAGE le THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, August 27, Urn
Confessed Killer Wishes
Efforts Would Be Stop
By BRENDAN RILEY
Associated Press Writer
CARSON CITY, Nev. tAPt
-- Confessed killer Jesse
Bishop, insisting on his right
to be executed Monday in
Nevada's gas chamber, says
be wishes the "fools" trying to
save his life would drop their
effort to "prolong what's
inevitable."
'7 Bishop was to go before the
4t, ate Pardons Board today as
Ins defenders made another
tist-minute bid to keep him
The Pardons Board session
chaired by Gov. Bob List was
• - • • itday -after--
a federal appe. als court in San
Francisco rejected two at-
tempts to delay the execution.
His defenders, who Bishop
says are violating his con-
stitutional rights to a speedy
execution, also planned to ask
the U.S. Supreme Court for a
stay.
In an interview Friday,
Bishop said of the expected
Supreme Court appeal that
''possibly the biggest anxiety I
have is the fact those fools are
still allowed to rtlil loose in the
country running down a U.S.
Supreme Court justice, trying
to get a stay of execution and
prolong what's inevitable."
"I was sentenced to death 20
months ago," he added.
me and my family through
this again. Monday morning,












































































Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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sentence commuted to life,
then there's a miscarriage of
justice."
Bishop, 46, said after the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco ruled against
staying his execution that "it
went the way I felt it should
have went."
The American Civil
Liberties Union sought today's
Pardons Board session, and
Bishop said he was entitled to
it - though he cannot think of
any grounds for reducing his
sentence.
The board will be asked to
_the_ _death  sentc•rwp 
to life in prison without
possible parole, and a decision
is expected quickly. If Bishop
does not win a stay, he would
be first to die in Nevada's gas
chamber since 1961.
Late Friday. . the three-
member panel of the 9th
Circuit Court' of Appeals in
San Francisco rejected a
petition filed by Stanford
University law professor
Anthony Amsterdam asking
for a stay pending the U.S.
Supreme Court bid.
Earlier, the same justices
had turned down Amster-
dam's request that the
execution be delayed until
psychiatrists determined
whether Bishop was com-
petent to reject aid in halting
the execution.
• • •
Amsterdam spoke on behalf
of two Nevada public defen-
ders, Kirk Lenhard and
George Franzen, who have
tried to represent Bishop since
shortly after his arrest for the
slaying of newlywed David
Ballard of Baltimore in a Las,
Vegas casino in December
1977.
The court ruled that there
had been no showing of in-
competence and said the
petitioners lacked standing to
bring the petition before the
federal court.
Bishop, who is from the Los
Angeles area, pleaded guilty
to a charge of murder in
Ballard's death. Because of
the circumstances of the
crime and because of his




"nail"' CLASSIFIEDS FOR MORE NENE EMS
1. Leiol Notice 
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Nell Robbins,
Executrix, of the estate of
Robert Robbins, deceased Ex-
ceptions to this account must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before September
5,1919. the date of hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by William
Rowlett. Executor, of the estate
ot John M Rowlett. deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
-Segerrter 5, I91,1he date of
hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Sandra Sue
Tynes, Executrix of the estate
of Denver Pauley, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
September 5..1979, the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Joe Dick, Ex-
ecutor. of the estate of Homer
H. Shackleford. deceased. Ex-
ceptions to this • settlement
must be filed in Calloway
District Court on or before
September 5 1979. the date of
hearing.
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Don Gene
Murdock. committee for
Rayann. Nancy Jo and Brenda
Gale Murdock. guardianship
Exceptions to his settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on • or before
September 5. 1979, the date of
hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by lames C. Sher-
man, Administrator, of the
estate of Beulah N Sherman,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before September 5, 1919 '.7e
date of hearing



















































I CAN ESE IN GEST
VOREVEP,
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1. Legal Notice 
A settlement of accounts
has seen filed in the Calloway
Disti.ct Court by Bun Swann
and Earl Douglass, Ad-
meii,!rators, of the estate of
Opro.,1d Swann, deceased. Ex-
cept.ons to this settlement
must De filed in the Calloway
Distict Court on or before
September 5, 1979, the date of
hear.ng
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Cleix
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway district court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
-tfdo-crarrivettsrft-sek-Alehtlw-ot_______
date JI qualification
Joseph N Berry, 308 S 16th
St Murray. KY, deceased. Miss
C E Berry. 308 S 16th St
Murray. KY, Administratek






Come On By or
Call 753-3315
Vls /cis RX 7 4800141es.




Hear tape "Jesus the
Center of our Hope"
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Listenf her• is a reedy
rehereincei that will quickly
h•lp you locat• to




3. Card of Thanks
1. In Memory






13. For Sale or Trade













27 Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
as. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale






52. Boats and Motors
33. Services Offered
54. For Trade




Now open, North Hills Park
Minature Golf Hours, 1 pm til
4 pm 7 days a week 3 miles







Take advantage of Avon
specials Call local represen
tative, 753-2896








1 mile south Highway
121
753-2287




by the bushel bog ton
or truck lood
Pat Hackett
6. Help Wanted  
Full time babysitter needed for
two small children. If in-






Driver Deiivery of smell
hesseheld appliance.





For those who avalify
for a personal inter-
view. Cell Monday only
Aegest 2711, between 9
a.m. end 6 p.m. 502-
759-1345.
NOTICE
EXA/AINAIION TO BE HELD TO FILL A VACANCY IN A
COUNTY WEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Health Department for the classification of Clerk
Typist II. Minimum requirements for this position
are as follows:
Graduation from high school, including or sup-
plemented by a course in typing. Minimum of one
year experience is also required.
The beginning salary is $2.68 per hour. Persons in-
i'sgrested in taking this examination can obtain fur-
ther details and an application blank from the
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
Street, Murray, Ky.,
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department office on or before
September 5, 1979.
6. Help Wanted -
Cashier clerk apply in Uncle
left's clothing department
Housewives, build a career
around your family,
demonstrate a new beautiful
product on a fun party plan
High commission, $10 per
hour Be your own boss, set
your own hours, no territorys,
no cash investment, no
delivery Princess House, in-
terested call 328-8051 or 623-
6380.
Law office opportunity Re-
quires. office experience, short
hand or speed writing skills,
typing skills some bookkeep-
ing, some knowledge of office
machines and a desire to learn.
Need not apply without above.
Resume to PD Box 32 G. Mur-
ray, KY
Male protection help, above 30
years old, permanent place in
mixing room Apply in person
Kentucky Candy Company
AIMO
Need someone to remove
leaves from ditch Phone 753-
6103.
Taking applications for cooks
Apply in person Triangle Inn
So 12th Street
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notcb major
medical group hIspital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 153-1273
9. Situation Wanted
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
Would like to babysit in my
home 753 7367 






ready to wear store in
Northwest middle
Tennessee. Remodel-
ed and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
Children's Retail
Business, Box 543, St.
Bethlehem, TN 37155.
For sale 30x60 cleanup shop
12 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94 Call 414-2335
after 6 pm
11. Instructions
lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gym-
nastics Call 753-4647
Private piano instructor will
give --private piano lessons
beginning in September B S
degree in music and 6 years ex
perience in private teaching
Will teach adults and children
Call 753-6090 
12. Insurance
Wanted farm families in
terested in a top notch map(
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
14. Want To Buy 
Wedding bands, $5, class and
fraternity rings, $10 for ladies.
$15 for mens. Prompt pay-
ment Mail to Carl Wallace,
Rt.4, Box 2501C. Benton, KY
42025.
Want to buy 15-20 feet of good
used triple wall stove Pipe
153-0211
Want to buy Feeder pigs Call
753-7179 or 436-2469
16. Home Furnishings 
Twin beds and mattress can
be bunked Also 6 needlepoint
dining chairs 753-4783 after 5
Pm 
19. Farm Equipment . 
John Deere 45 combine, good
condition Call 436-2316 
20. Sports Equipment 
Full set of men's golf clubs
with new golf bag. 565 753-
6262
Model 12 Winchester Call 437
4198
22. Musical
Clarinet in good condition
753-7620
aMiicaI
Baldwin interlude organ for
home or church. Automatic
rhythms, new condition Will
give special considerations to
Churches Call after 4 pm
weekdays 489-2400 
Classical guitar lessons, quality
lessons for the sincere
Guitarist Chuck's Music Store
Clarinet only a year old, $130
Phone 753-9345 or 753-9796
Spinet Piano used like new Us-
ed console and grand pianos
Practice pianos New Baldwin
pianos and organs Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
the post office, Paris. Ten-
nessee
Selmer trombone, excellent
condition $75 Phone 753-
/231
Used cOnsole stereo. $35 Com-
ponent sets $15 Also 19 inch
color t v and one year old con-









Pb... 7)3 31 14
24. Miscellaneous
Attention Brick layers' Acid fo
cleaning brick. 1 gallon $2, If
gallons or more $1.75 753
6041
Cherry wood, over 20 years old
1 inch stock, 75 cents boarc
foot, 2 inch and 3 inch turnini
squares, 51.25 board foot, 4
inch squares, 51.75 board foot
Planing available. 492-8831 or
753-5940 after 5 pm.
26. TV-Radio
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2
t v s and one stereo. Works
perfect with warranty. Selling
at large discount Clayton's-J &
8 Music, Dixieland Center
Repossesed 25 inch color t.v
Take up monthly payment. War-
ranty. I & B Music, 753-7575
Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now 575 492-
8834
Used t v tower, with rotating
antenna top 753-0211
Wanted.. 100 used tits b-w ix
color Will give $50, $100. or
up to $200 on trade in for a
Magnavox touch tune t.v. Bring
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music.
Dixieland Center, Murray. KY. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
.1973 12x70 Citation, 3
bedroom. 2 full baths, washer-
dryer hookup.' all electric,
carpet throughout, extra shelv-
ing and other improvements, 1
air conditioner, good shape For
information call 753-6204
1975 Double wide on 2 acre
lot, central air, well and large
garage located in Kirksey
Price reduced Call 489-2248
after 5 pm
For sale 1969 mobile home,
12')( 58. 2 bedroom, lots of ex-
tras. Call 492-8325 after 5 pm
1978 Mobile home. I2x52. 2
bedroom 753-4006
12 X 60 Mobile home, 2
bedroom, washer-dryer, new
carpet, fully furnished, gas
heat Located in Fox Meadows
Call 153-0364 or 753-3455
after 5 pm 
28. Mob. Home Rents
House trailer for rent in nice
quiet place Come to 14 Vine
Street
Mobile home lots for rent in
Apple Valley. 3 miles south of
Murray on 641 Call 753-0364
Or 753-3455 after 5 pm
Three bedroom, fully carpeted,
central heat and air, new fur-
niture. near University. 753-
5209
30. Business Rental
For rent storage space, up to
1000 sq ft Dry. safe, conve-
nient location near downtown
Cheap rent. Phone 522-8469.
32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex for rent. 2 bedroom
Call 753-9240 8 until 5
For rent furnished apartment
in New Concord $80 a month
Call 436-2427
WANTED: Finance Officer
QUALIFICATIONS: B.S. in occounting preferred, or
feast 4 years accounting experience
SALARY: Open
Send resume's to:
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P 0 Box 736 Mayfield Ky 42066
APPLICATION DEADLINE. August 31, 1979
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments on Kentucky lake,
one or two bedroom, furnished,
unfurnished. utilities included
Call 362-8015 
For rent trailer and furaished
apartment on lake, waterfront
lot Call 436-2427 
One and two bedroom apart-
ments for rent One block from
University Call 1512649 or
753-5791. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
For college students, boys only,
furnished with kitchen
facilities and private entrance.
alI 436-5479 
Sleeping rooms, an condition-
ed refrigerator in hall, private
entrance Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th. 753-6609 
Two bedroom apartments for
rent, stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. $100. per
month Lynn Grove Phone 753-
/874





Ideal for storing house full of
furniture con, antiques.
business overflows, etc,










34. Houses For Rent  43. Real Estate _
For rent 3 bedroom house in
country. $225 per month plus
deposit Call 247-6179 
37. Livestock-Supplies
lap and clover hay for sale, in
the field, will cut and bale
753-5831. 
Complete horse-shoeing ser-
vice Call Bill at 761-2607
Pony for sale. Call 753-0169 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC Pug puppies, these cute
puppies make wonderful pets
753-7438. 
AKC registered Doberman pup-
pies, 8 weeks old Call 355-
2896 
Grooming and boarding for
your dog or cat, receives in-
dividual attention and 24 hour
supervision We also have Pug
and champion sired Minature
Schnauzer -stud service. Pup-
pies will be available by
Thanksgiving Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4481
Black and silver German
Shepherd puppies, full blood-
ed $25 each Call 435-4481 
40. Produce 
Watermelons 'ready Friday at
noon August 24th. Call 612-
4439. Pete Valentine. 
43. Real Estate 
Brand new 2 bedroom, I bath,
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer, nice size lot. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY. about 10 miles
east of Murray. All have good
building sites. This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates We also have several lake
area homes for sale. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Street, Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531
Something Special! Executive home in
Gatesborough. Extra features include intercom,
burglar alarm, gas grill, large fireplace and
many more! If you'd Like additional information
about this lovely 3 BR, 2I-2 bath home just call us.
It's vacant so we can look at it anytime. Offered
at $69,900.
Custom Built 3 BR, 2 bath home in Canterbury
Estates. Central heat and air, den and fireplace.
Superbly landscaped. Everything top quality.
Offered at $63,900.
Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep
up is to own your own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR homc that is conveniently
located at 1510 Clayshire. Offered in low PO's.
FOR THE BIG FAMILY!
This lovely house at 807 Sunny Lane has 5
bedrooms, 2 baths and a walkout den in
basement, near shopping and in city school
district. Has 2,800 sq. ft. of living area and cen-
tral gas heat and central electric air. Possession








•-• A iti, the Friend!, Furli
A Bit
Of Woodland
Just listed, neat 2
bedroom frame home,
situated on 4L2 acres,
mostly wooded, only 3
miles from city off 94
E. Spacious living
room, eat-in kitchen








new 2 bedroom cabin





air cond. All this for
only $10,500. Its worth
look.
For sale cleanup and body
shop. Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Garden Courtyard! Creative
landscaping and imaginative
planning have made this char-
ming 4 bedroom, 2'1 bath
home completely unique! Plus
lots of extra features. Call 753-
1492 for your private shdw-
mg ..Offered by Loretta • Jobs
Realtors
Purdom & Thurman




In the hub of things! At 406
South 12th Street, this 6
bedroom stucco home has
great investment potential
Home is in good condition in-
side and out. is zoned 8-4. Buy
before the prices soar. Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724
"With Congress on vacation, think of the
billions of dollars that:s saving us taxpay-
ers."
43. Real Estate 
Need lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It






Newly remodeled 4 bedroom
home, 2i1 acre lot. over 1.000
foot road frontage. Located oh
Highway 280 near Panorama
Shores. Also has 2 rental cot-
tages on the property. Priced in
low $40's. Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs












New listings Good loca-
tion Building with 18x30
shop overhead door, loading
dock and space for offices.
Total of approximately 1600
sq ft Also shop outside of city
limits on approximately I acre
with gas heat Reasonably pric-
ed Dial 753-1492 Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Three bedroom, living room
seperate dining room, den with
fireplace, kitchen with all
built-ins, in county Call Pur






mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Ken-
tucky Lake. Good loca-
tion and realistic price
$24,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for all
your real estate needs.
Three bedroom. 3 bath home.
den with fireplace. fenced in
yard. city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Unusual 3 bedroom country
home oil large lot. 2 fireplaces,
outside storage. Located on
Highway 732 Priced in upper











3422 N. 1216 St.
Welcome to 505 Whitnelll
Come on over you'll like the
convenient location,..Near the
.shopping center, branch banks.
groceries 3 bedroom brick and
wood home large fireplace in
living room Call 753-1492 for
















a very neat, well kept




this one: 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753--




water and sewer Priced from









Three bedroom cedar cabin,
Panorama Sflor,e4. with







Be the proud overseer
of your own pictures-
que estate which in-
cludes pre-Civil War
restored brick home
on six acres near Ken-
tucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home, this
rare page of history is
listed with the Na-
tional Register of





Realty 753-1222 for full
time real estate ser-
vice.
44. Lots For Sale 
Lot 441 Sunset Drive. Cam-
bridge Shores, overlooks Ken-
tucky lake, ideal trailer spot_
753-8088 or 1-4411565. 
46. Homes For Sale 
Fire damaged house with
seperate undamaged rental
property. Big house has central
gas heat and is located on a
double lot. $13,500. Call 753-
1687 before 5 pm. 753-4925
a,fter 5 pm.
New brick duplex, one block
from University, each side 2
bedrooms, heat pump, clothes
watier. dryer. stove,
refrigerator, garbage disposal,
dishwasher lots of storage in
kitchen. Appraised at. $80,000.
For appointments call 753-
5791 or 753-2649.
Three bedroom brick, one block
from University, large paneled
kitchen-dinAg area, 14 ft. base
cabinets, newly decorated in- '
side and out: 753-5791 or 753-
2649. 
Three bedroom brick veneer
with living room, family room,
kitchen combination. 2 bath
home located in wooded area
near Murray High. Call 753-
7907 after 5 pm.
47. Motorcycles 
C1-175 Honda, -electric start.
lights, and signals. In excellent
condition, $400. Phone 1-354-
6217.
Honda CB 350 with windjam-
mer, real sharp, $800. 489-
2273
1972 Model 500 Kawaski,
3000 aCtual miles, $1000 Call
753-5463 or 753-0144
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
2100 miles $2100 Call 753-
2871 
1978 Yamaha I1-175 with
boots good condition Call
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
In Meadow Green Acres, just 1', miles south of
Murray. lovely 3 bedroom, 1'1 bath, brick home
on lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
in dishwasher, -drapes, utility room, and closet
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
water but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square




1979 Yamaha 400 XS, less
than 1,000 miles perfect con-
dition Call after 5 pm, 759-
1883 
1978 Yamaha Y1 80. Honda
MR 50 Also a gentle mare
Phone 437-4703 
49. Used Cars 
1969 Volkswagen, good condi-
tion. $450. Call 753-9297 after
12 noon.
1917 Cutlass Supreme, AM-FM,
tilt wheel, power and air, white
with blue vinyl top. $3415. Call
753-1613 after 6 pm. 
1974 Cougar XR 7 , AM-FM tape.
spoke wheels, air, sharp,
$1800. Can be seen N 641
Almo Heights, Call 753-1934 or











753-0710 after 5 p.m.
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
Good running car. good condi-
tion. $1250. Phone 753-1223
days.
For sale 1978 Datsun B-210,
AM-FM radio, air conditioned.
Call 753-8668. 
1973 Vega Hatchback, one
owner. 61,000 miles, air. steer-
ing, 4-speed, $800. 753-2729.
50. Used Trucks 
1973 Chevrolet pickup, good
condition, $1450. 492-8205
after 5 pm. 
1914. Dodge truck, in good con-
dition. Call 492-8325 after 5
Dr11-
1974 Jeep Cherokee s sharp!
753-1463 after 7 pm.
51. Campers 
1974 • Coachman Deluxe
camper, self-contained, awn-
ing, roll-up t.v. antenna, other
camping necesseties included.
Like new. only $4000. Call 753-






$4200 and up. See us for
parts, accessories, and hitch
installations. White's Camper
Sales. Highway 94 E. 753-
0605. 
52. Boats and Motors 
Boat. motor and trailer. 474-
2789. 
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
fishing boat with 25 hp
Johnson. For details call 753-
2316. 
1972 Glasstron Carlson
Runabout with 1973 Mercury
115 motor, in excellent condi-
tion. 1968 International Scout
4 wheel drive with V8, in good
condition, gets good gas
mileage. Call 753-6132 
1972 Glasstron GT-160. 1972
125 hp Johnson outboard, with
trailer. cheap. Days phone 753-
4703. after 6 pm 759-1274.
52. Boats and Motors 
24 foot Pontoon coast gaurd
equipped 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor 436-2367
after 6 pm 
Silverline 16 foot tri-hull. 75
hp Johnson Stinger motor plus
trailer, all 76 model Call 489-
2248 after 5 pm 
53. Services Offered 




and brown Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows
Also carports single and dou-
ble sizes Jack Glover. /53-
1873 after 6 pm
Professional painting, exterior,
Alcoa Aluminum' siding and interior Phone 437-4534 
trim Call after 6 pm. 753-
1873. Jack Glover 
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, roofing, in-
surance work. Call Murray
Remodeling 753-5167 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Will haul anything at low cost
price. Also garage and base-
ment cleaning Call 753-9685
or 492-8704
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5E116 
Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, sniall concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Carpet and vinyl installed. free
estamates, 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
492-8436.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718
South 4th. Fast service. 753-
7400. 
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,
heating and air conditioning.
Call 753-1203. 
Licensed electrician. Service
calls our speciality. Call
Earnest White. 753-0605.
Painting done to your satisfac-
tion, interior or exterior.
Reasonable and experienced
Call anytime 753-8442 
Small Engine repair efficient
mechanic on duty at all times
Contact Montgomery Ward





Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home,
such as, painting, carpentry.
and concrete. 753-2211 or
753-9600. 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co .
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Siding. aluminum, vinyl, steel
Free estimates Call 1-247-
7201 day or night
Ucuing. ask our price Phone
522-8418 Minimum 24 hours
1
 For those jobs you








Your trees could be silently suf-
fering from insect attack anc
or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly. Scientific and effec-
tive. Call today, EPA certified.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control. 
56. Free Column 
Free to good home: ten 11
month old part border Collie
and Shepherd. All shots,
housebroken. 753-2952 
57. Wanted 
Wanted: farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
Foe Illospitol lows. call *es. col 753 34115 owe fiay whops. IGstery P.W. Sw.x.
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. 52,600.00.Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit-
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Simpson Dies
Sunday At Hospital
Mrs. Jettie Mozelle Simp-
son, step sister of Ira Taylor of
Hazel, died Sunday at the
Obion County General
Hospital, Union City, Tenn.
She was 66 years of age and
the widow of Kelly Simpson.
She is survived by two step-
brothers, Ira Taylor of Hazel
and Dale Taylor of Gardner,
Tenn.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the White-Ranson
Funeral Horne, Union City,






Word has been received of
the death of Charles Boyd
Robinson, brother of J. D.
Robinson of Murray, who died
at his home, 1120 Oak Street,
Holdenville, Okla., last
Tuesday. His death at the age
of 71 was due to an apparent
heart attack.
Mr. Robinson, a native of
Calloway County, was born
April 25, 1908. He was a retired
employee of Southern Clay
Company, Paris, Tenn., and
worked at the Paris plant for a
number of years before being
transferred to the Olmstead,
Ill., where he retired at the
age of 68.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Orena Snyder Robinson,
Holdenville, Okla.; one
daughter, Mrs. Thelma Wynn,
Paris, Tenn.; stepdaughter,
Mrs. -Pat Lee, and stepson,
Dewayne Winkle, Del City,
Okla.: four sisters. Mrs. Lyda
Middleton, Mrs. Louise Wynn,
and Mrs. Mildred Hudson,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Frances Farrah, Union City.
Term.; two brothers, Gaston
(Jack) Robinson, St. John,
Mich., and J. D. Robinson.
Murray; eight grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Hudson Funeral
Home, Holdenville, Okla.





The funeral for Mrs. Emmie
D. Weatherford was held
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Elder Arlie
Larimer, Elder Walter
Parker, and the Rev. Alfred
Stone officiating. Mrs. Oneida






and Ralph Valentine. Burial
was in the Murray Memorial
'Gardens.
Mrs. Weatherford, 90. died
Saturday at 3 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Roscoe Weather-
ford, died Nov. 19, 1962. She
was a member of the Puryear,
Tenn., Primitive Baptist
Church. Born April 10, 1819, in
Trigg County, she was the
daughter of the late Dudley




(Eupal ) Calhoun, Eddyville;
one son, Jerald Weatherford,
Rives, Tenn.; five grand-
children; 11 great grand-
children; several nieces and
nephews.
Venice Shelton Is
Dead At Age Of 74;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Venice Bill) Shelton of
Murray died Sunday at 8 a.m.
at the Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville. He was 74 years
of age and had been a patient
at a nursing home there.
Mr. Shelton was a member
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Born in November
1914, he was the son of the late
George E. Shelton and Mary
Ella Barnett Shelton of
Calloway County.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Walter (Polly ) Benedict,
Junction City, Tenn.; two
brothers, V. 0. ( Vivon )
Shelton. Murray Route 5. and
Hassell Shelton, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William Taylor and the Rev.
Ronnie Adams officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.





Michael A. Pats and Judith
A. Hudder, both of Murray,
are among students who have
received Kansas University
Endowment Association
scholarships for the 1979-80
academic year.
Pitts, a senior, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Pitts,
1513 Kirkwood Drive. Ms.
Hudder, also a senior, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Gerald D. Hudder, 1704
Calloway Ave.
The endowment association
scholarships are supported by
funds made possible through
gifts by alumni and friends of
the university to the. KU
Endowment Association.
Recipients are chose by .a
university committee.
Among criteria for selection
for the awards are superior
academic achievement either
during previous years at KU
or, in the case of entering




FORT HENNING, Ga. —
Pvt. Cary Zachmanoglou, son
of Mrs. Maria Zaclunanoglou.
1613 Miller, Murray, recently
completed seven weeks of
advanced individual training






operations. This qualified him
as a light weapons in-
fantryman and as an indirect
fire crewman.
He was taught to perform
any of the duties in a rifle or
mortar squad.
Zachmanoglou's father,
E.C. Zactunanoglou, lives at
462 Vine St., West Lafayette,
Ind.
-Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 27,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act_ 978 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 39-50. lower SOW'S steady 1.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 Its 139.75-40.25 few 40.50
US 2200-240 Its $39 50-3975
US 2-3340-390 Ibis $38.50-39.50
US 2-4000-220 lba.
Sows
ITS 1-2 270-350 lbs.  128.00-3900
US 14 300450 lba. $27 00-28.00
US 1-3 450-500 lba 82800-3000
US I-3 503450 lbs $3000.31 50
US 2-3 300-500 Its 80000-2700
Boars 26 00-21 00
maw mem me" annir 
Luv Demo Sale
4ti9; '4799"
GM.1AiJT'V GM Keep 
That Great GM Feelim,
GnitliAL MOTORS num miaow 
With Genuine GM r'or.ts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
11411 Ma" "1/0.4111w 
maim sem
AT WORKSHOP — Edith Notfsinger and Violet John
son of Calloway County were in
Frankfort recently to attend a Democratic voter registra
tion workshop. Shown here
with Larry G. Townsend, State Democratic Chairman, they
 will be heading up the drive
in this county. The voter registration drive began this month 
and will continue through
October 9 when the registration books dose prior to the 
November 6 election.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
SAQQEZ, Iran 1AP) — The
rebellious Kurds expect
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's forces to strike at




Kurdish sources said a
government column of at least
65 tanks, scores of armored
personnel carriers and long-
range artillery was awaiting
orders to advance outside the
village of Solduz, about 20
miles south of Mahabad.
PEKING ;AP) — Vice
President Walter Mondale
told the Chinese people today
that the Sino-American trade
pact will be sent to Congress





Kerry Gillihan of Murray was
among 414 graduating
students honored at the
August honors convocation of
The University of Alabama in
Birmingham School of
Community and Allied Health
(SCAH). The ceremony
recognized those students who
completed their degree
requirements in the 1978-79
summer quarter.
Gillihan earned a certificate




Kerns, executive director of
the Commission on Aging for
the State of Alabama, was
guest speaker at the
ceremony. SCAH -Dean Keith





Two persons were injured in
a traffic accident Sunday at
noon according to Murray
Police Department reports.
According to a MPD
spokesman, Mary Allbritten,
1609 Miller, and Linda
Lemons, Kennett, Mo., were
both injured in the wreck
which occurred at the in-
tersection of 10th and Main.
Mrs. Allbritten was the
driver of one vehicle and Ms.
Lemons was a passenger in a
car driven by Willie Mead,
Hart Hall, Murray State
University. Mead and another
passenger, Joe Mead, were
not injured according to the
police report.
The two injured persons
were taken to Murray-
Calloway County Hospital for
treatment, according to the
police spokesman.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average +Ca
Air Products  32% -3/4
American Motors Ps WIC
Ashland ..... 20441 +81
Arnencan Telephone 57% +14i
Bonanza 3%B 3%A
Chrysler I% tow
Ford Motor  424 +
GAF . 11% unc
General Care  11% +6k
General Dynamics 40% +%
General Motors 3% +%





Jenco  11168B I9A
K Mart 27% 
4-4
Pennwalt 34% +%




Wal Mart 22% +
Wend ys  174415 ISA
of the year and said the United
States is prepared to arrange
a $2 billion, five-year credit
line for China.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP) — The
mother of ballerina Ludmilla
Vlasova appealed to President
Carter to end the "cruel moral
torture- as her daughter and
52 other Soviet citizens
remained aboard an Aeroflot
jetliner grounded at Kennedy'
International Airport since
Friday.
Carter was "closely in-
volved," a State Department
official said, as negotiations
dragged into another day over
the fate of the wife of Bolshoi
Ballet star Alexander
Godunov, who defected last
week.
GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) —The
sights and sounds in the
sunbrowned fields near the
Rocky Flats nuclear weapons
plant were familiar — bands
played, people held signs and
four people were arrested.
But unlike others that have
gathered at the field, this was
a crowd of nuclear enerQ
supporters who had come
hear speakers ridicule the
-kooks" and "no-growth
muggers" who oppose nuclear
energy.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON I AP — At
this year's meeting of the
nonaligned movement, Cuba
is expected to try to line up the
87 member nations in open
support of Soviet foreign
policy objeCtives.
The United States has spent
the last month trying to
develop understanding toward
S policies in numerous
nonaligned countries.
WASHINGTON (API — The
president's special Mideast
envoy denies that Egyptian
and Israeli officials have
rejected a new U.S. proposal
or the Palestinian issue.
6 In fact, Robert Strauss said
Sunday, he made no single
proposal to leaders of the two
nations during his negotiating
trip to the Mideast last week.
He said he carried 10 or 15
possible positions on the
Palestinian question, "none of
which found much support."
-I would like to have a bit




RICHMOND — (3f fit•e r
Ronald E. Hobbs of the
Murray State University
Security Police has completed
the intensive 10-week police
basic training course at the
Police Training Academy
here.
The course was conducted
by the Kentucky Department
of Justice, Bureau of Training
Basic police skills with em-
phasis on the development of a
public service-oriented police
officer were studied during
the courag,
The Bureau of Training
provides the statewide law
enforcement training which is
required as part of Kentucky's
police pay incentive program.
The program is designed to
raise the standards of police
officers in the state to a
professional level.
Graduation ceremonies
were conducted by academy
supervisor James M. Rollins
with remarks by Robert Clark
Stone, commissioner of the
Bureau of Training.
The graduation address was
delivered by .Nolen W.
Freeman, chief of the
Lexington Metro Police
Department. He told the class
members to continue to
demonstrate the same
competence and deter-
mination in their careers as
they had4uring training.
Officer Hobbs is a 1979
graduate of Murray State
University and served four
years in the U.S. Marine
Corps. He is the son of Mrs.
Nell Hobbs of Graves County.
Two County Residents
Enroll In Medical School
Two Calloway County
residents, Theodore Conner
Forrest of Murray and James
Craig Dowdy of Dexter, have
enrolled in the freshman class
of the University of Louisville
School of Medicine, which is a
major portion of the U of I.
Health Sciences Center in
downtown Louisville.
Forrest, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylord T. Forrest, is a
1973 graduate of Murray High
School and a 1978 graduate of
Vanderbilt University. He has
been working toward a
Master's Degree at - Murray
State University.
Dowdy, the son of Mr and
Mrs. James Craig Dowd!, is a
1975 graduate of Calloway
County High School and a 1979
graduate of Murray State
University. At Murray he was
a member of the Honorary
Society of Physics Students.
The U of I, medical school
has a selected freshman class
of 135 students, and a total
enrollment of 540 students.
The school's devil ifArthur H.
Keeney, M.D., D.Se , a
nationally-known
ophthalmologist whose father,
now deseased, was a
Louisville Presbyterian
minister.
The U of I. Health Sciences
Center, located close by 1-65, I-
64 and 1-71 highways, is only a
few steps from University
(formerly General ) Hospital,
and Norton-Children's
Hospital. The Center also
includes the U of L School of
Dentistry, Allied Health and
Nursing Divisions.
A new $63 million University
Teaching Hospital Complex is
to be completed in the Center
in 1982.
Livestock Market
1.0laSVILLE. Ky. (AP) — USDA -
Cattle 2. slaughter steers 
20-100 lower.
heifers 50 lower, cows 320-5
 00 lower.
Ili s steady, slaug
hter calves and vealers
poor)' tested, feeders u
nder 504 lb 1 00-3 00
higher. other weights poorly 
tested,
slaughter steers choice 2-4 8011
'250 lb
411 5005 OD, mi
xed good and choice 2-4 1000-
1170 lb 59 WM 00, 
standard and good 2-3
10601:75 lb 53 50-59 00,
slaughter heifers choice 2-4 750-1000 l
b
004390.90  
mixed good and choice 2-3 800-
160 lb AO 0042 00. 
good 2-3 800-1000 lb 55 M-
OO 011
sialghter Cows utility 1-3 45 
1)0-0000,
higb Ir seeing utility 
Si 00-54 70, cutter 1-2
43 C6-49 00, 
canner and cutter under BOO lb
10-4.1 00
siaaghter bulls 1165-1425 lb 62 00-65.
25. 1-
2 1000-1350 lb 56 00
41 75,
slaughter calves and vealers ch
oice 240-
315 ir) 89 00-95 00. choice 30
0-403 lb calves
75 50* 00, feeder
 steers choice 200-3430 lb
lin 00)135 00: 300400 lb 99 0
0-114 50, 404-500
lb 93 S0-99
 00, 545-705 lb 79 00-16 50. 965-
tag5 lb 4510-44 70, 
mixed good agd choirs.
3190.4n0 lb 96 06-99 00, 500-70
0 lb 7(46-4050,
gad 140-500 lb 
75 0047 M. 500700 lb 4500.
77 00, heifers choice 20
0-300 lb M 00-102 00.
349400 lb 06 00-94 75, 400-50
0 lb 78 0047 00,
aNIM lb 73 00-65 00.
 mixed good and
choice 350435 lb 70
 00-4I 00, gond 400690 lb
060-7200.
Hogs 1000 barrows and gil
ts steady, 1-2
24496 lb 41 30-41 65, 2
20-240 lb 41 02-41 25,
14 $0.230 lb 40 70-41 00 220-205 l
b 3810-
sews 50 lower . 1-2 350-500 lb 
31 50-
• 100-590 lb 2




To Court For Decision
By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API —
The five defendants in Ten-
nessee's clemency-for-cash
trial return to court this week
and may learn if they must
start over with a fourth U.S.
District Court judge.
Judge Gilbert Merritt, the
third judge in the case, may
say today if he will heed a
government suggestion to step
off the case because of past
activity in the Tennessee
Democratic Party.
The trial, interrupted Aug. 3
when Judge Charles Neese
suffered a heart attack, in-
volves accusations the
defendants, including three
former aides to ex-Gov. Ray
Blanton, sold reduced prison
sentences for thousands of
dollars.
Blanton, a Democrat ousted
from office on Jan. 17 by the
early oath-taking of his suc-
cessor, has been called as a
defense witness, but has not
been acccused of any
wrongdoing.
Merritt served on a com-
mittee which helped Blanton
choose his cabinet in 1974.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Joe
Brown called the court's at-
tention last week to this and
other past partisan activity by
Merritt, now on the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Prosecutors stopped shah of
demanding that Merritt be
excused and court sources
said this means Merritt is
under no obligation to rule or
comment.
Today's arguments were
designed, among other things,
to help the court decide
whether to resume the trial
where it left off — or whether
to declare a mistrial and make
a fresh start with a new jury.
Before further testimony is
heard by the present jury, the
government asked the judge
to question jurors, who have
been going about normal
routines since Neese was
stricken, about trial publicfy
to which they may have been
exposed since Neese became
ill. This includes a news report
of an anonymous offer to fix
the jury for $25,000.
If Merritt steps aside,
lawyers familiar with the case
say, his replacement probably
would declare a mistrial over
defense objections.
Neese, recovering • ..in St.
Thomas Hospital, was
assigned to the case from the
U.S. District Court at
Greeneville, Tenn. Chief
Judge L.Clure Morton of the
Middle Tennessee District
stepped down at the request of
defendant T. Edward Sisk,
Blanton's former legal
counsel, who cited Morton's
past Republican ties.
Lawyers for Sisk and the
other four defendants oppose a
mistrial because of Neese's
illness, citing the cost of a
second trial and suggesting
government witnesses would,
in effect, have had a dress-
Public Defenders Stalling
For Confessed Murderer
CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP)
— Jesse Bishop was scheduled
to die in the gas"--chamber
today, but public defenders
are stalling to give the con-
fessed murderer more time to
live.
Bishop had opposed appeals
and other legal delays, calling
them a "farce" that violated
his rights and "prolonged the
suffering" for him and his
family.
But U.S. Supreme Court
Justice William Rehnquist on
Saturday issued an indefinite
stay of execution, and
provided a .sesies .of questions
to be answered by the attorney
general's office and the public
defenders who asked that the
execution be stopped.
Rehnquist set a deadline of
midnight Tuesday The
defenders were expected to
wait until after the current
death warrant for Bishop
expired at midnight tonight.
That would mean a new
warrant vriuld have to be
issued by ti Clark County
District Cow judge who
originally sentenced Bishop in
the event the Supreme Court
lifted the stay.
Under Nevada law, the
sentencing judge can schedule
the execution no earlier than
15 days after signing a
warrant.
Bishop, 46, pleaded guilty to
the murder of a newlywed
casino patron during a rob-
..bery. He is being held in his
Nevada Maximum Security
Prison cell 20 feet from the gas
chamber.
rehearsal for the second trial.
But the defense asks Merritt
to rule on other mistrial
motions which Neese rejected,
including those on ad-
missibility of tape recorded
evidence.
When Neese was stricken,
the prosecution was laying the
groundwork to show jurors
audio and video tape recor-
dings of conversations bet-
ween defendant Charles
Frederick Taylor, once a
Blanton security staff
member, and a star witness,





Quillen, a Nashville lawyer,






MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Flash flooding plagued parts
of northern Kentucky on
Sunday, including this Ohio
River town, where at least one
family was evacuated because
of high water.
Witnesses said some streets
in Maysville "ran like rivers"
following a heavy' downpour in
which two inches of rain fell
between 5:30 a.m. and 8 a.m.
The Thomas Lewis family
was evacuated when .water
entered the home and ruined
belongings.
Some basement flooding
was reported in Boone,
Campbell and Kenton coun-
ties. Traffic was rerouted for"
almost three hours from
heavily traveled U.S. 27 in
Southgate when about three
feet of water collected on a









Pin POEM AI Ma Ma
Jeff Rodgers won the boy's 10 speed bike
that was given away by Big K.
Mr. Don Nickens, associate manager of
Big K is shown presenting Jeff and Diana
with the 10 speed bike they each won. The
bikes were given away Saturday night at
8:00 p.m. The bike give-away was held in





Diana Sykes of Murray won the girl's 10
speed bike given away by Big K.
Big K values its customers very much. This is just one of th
e ways we have of saying we op
preciate your business.
One more reason to shop the King of Values.
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